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Abstract
We derive boundary terms appropriate for the general Lanczos-Lovelock action on a null
boundary, when Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed. We believe that these boundary
terms have been derived for the first time in the literature. In this derivation, we rely only on
the structure of the boundary variation of the action for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity. We also
provide the null boundary term for Gauss-Bonnet gravity separately.
1 Introduction
Einstein-Hilbert action [1] is the standard action for general relativity. It is a covariant action and is
constructed out of the metric and its derivatives. On varying the Einstein-Hilbert action, we obtain
Einstein’s field equations, which are in very good agreement with experiments and observations [2].
The Einstein-Hilbert action is unusual in that it is of second order in the derivatives of the
dynamical variable of the theory, namely the metric, but has a special structure that allows the
Einstein field equations to come out to be also of only second order. Since the action is of second
order, one has to fix both the metric and its derivatives at the boundary surface (as the derivatives
in directions tangential to the boundary are automatically fixed once we fix the metric on the
boundary, we need to fix separately only the derivatives of the metric in directions non-tangential
to the boundary) to kill the boundary contribution in the variation of the action. This is too
much for the second order equations of motion, and there will be no solutions for most choices
of the boundary conditions. We say that the action is not well-posed (see [3, 4] and Chapter 6
in [5]). The ready remedy is to add boundary terms, since they modify the boundary conditions
without affecting the equations of motion. A suitable boundary term needs to be added to the
Einstein-Hilbert action to cancel the variation of the non-tangential derivatives of the metric on
the boundary hypersurface in the variation of the action. Various proposals for such boundary
terms exist in the literature but the standard one is the Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) boundary
term [6, 7] (see also [8, 9]). But the GHY term has the deficiency that it requires the normalized
normal and non-degenerate determinant of the boundary metric, and hence can be constructed
directly only for a non-null surface. A proposal for a null boundary term was first provided in [10],
but it was derived in too special a case to be of much use. Much later, a null boundary term
was suggested in [11], albeit for the case of a null foliation. A completely independent derivation
of the null boundary term for the Einstein-Hilbert action without restricting to a foliation was
presented in [12], and further refined in [13–18]. The references [13] and [17] provide treatments
that do not distinguish between null and non-null boundaries (in this respect, also see [18]). When
one considers non-smooth boundaries, one has to add corner terms to the gravitational action in
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addition to the boundary terms. Such corner terms have been explored for both null and non-null
boundaries [15, 17, 19–23].
The null boundary term has found numerous applications in various contexts. There has been
quite a bit of work in the area of AdS/CFT correspondence, where the relationship between
quantum complexity of states in the boundary field theory and bulk gravitational action has been
explored [15, 24–38] in connection with the “complexity=action” conjecture [39, 40] (see [41] for
work in another direction in the area of Ads/CFT correspondence). There has also been work on
formulating de Sitter spacetimes in the framework of string theory [42,43]. The right form of the
boundary term is also important for the causal set approach to quantum gravity [44]. The topic
of degrees of freedom of gravity on a null surface has also been explored [12, 16, 18].
A well-known issue with the theory of general relativity is the presence of singularities, where pre-
dictability of the theory breaks down, in the context of black hole and cosmological spacetimes.
One possible way to cure this issue is by supplementing the Einstein-Hilbert action with higher
curvature corrections. However, diffeomorphism invariance alone is not strong enough to reason-
ably constrain the higher curvature candidate terms. It turns out that if one imposes an additional
criterion, that the associated gravitational field equations be second order in derivatives of the
metric, a very unique set of Lagrangians, including the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian, gets selected.
These Lagrangians are known as Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangians [45–50]. The Lanczos-Lovelock
Lagrangians are perhaps the most well-motivated extensions of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian.
The actions for the theories in the Lanczos-Lovelock series are all second order in the deriva-
tives of the metric, but with the equations of motion being also second order. Thus, even the
Lanczos-Lovelock theories do not have a well-posed variational problem and one must add ap-
propriate boundary terms. The non-null boundary term for the Gauss-Bonnet Lagrangian, the
first non-trivial correction to the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian that is quadratic in the curvature
tensor, was derived by Bunch [51]. For general Lanczos-Lovelock theories, the non-null boundary
terms were derived by Myers [52] (see also [53–57]). However, the structure of the full boundary
variation on a non-null boundary, including the total surface derivative term and the Dirichlet
variation term that tells us the degrees of freedom to be fixed on the boundary and the corre-
sponding conjugate momenta, was not known for Lanczos-Lovelock theories. We have recently
derived the full structure of the non-null boundary variation starting directly from the variation
of the Lanczos-Lovelock action [58] without using any topological arguments. Subsequently, the
corner terms that one must add to the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian in the case of non-smooth
boundaries were presented in [59]. The corner terms were derived for non-null boundaries and
then it was argued that the corner terms on null boundaries can be obtained as a straightforward
extensions. But, to our knowledge, there have been no proposals in the literature for the bound-
ary terms associated with the general Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian when the boundary surface
is null in nature. In this paper, we fill this gap by explicitly deriving the boundary terms that
one must add on a null boundary to make the variational principle for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
well-posed.
The procedure that we will follow will be the same as that adopted in [58]. We will start from
the boundary variation of the Lanczos-Lovelock action on a null boundary and then judiciously
manipulate the terms to arrive at the desired boundary term. Thus, the action itself will provide
the appropriate boundary terms to be added to make it well-posed (see [60], which is perhaps the
earliest work to make use of this technique). Note that one may add any term without off-the-
boundary derivatives of the metric (defined appropriately for null boundaries) to these boundary
terms without affecting the well-posedness of the action. We attempt in this work to provide a
minimal set of tensorial terms by throwing away any term without off-the-boundary derivatives
of the metric.
The paper is organized as follows: We start with a very brief overview of Lanczos-Lovelock the-
ories in Section 2. Then, we provide the various projections of the Riemann tensor near a null
surface, required for our derivation, in Section 3. The formulae from these two sections are applied
subsequently in Section 4 to derive the null boundary terms. After doing some preliminary simpli-
fication of the null boundary variation for Lanczos-Lovelock theories in Section 4.1, we warm up
by deriving the null boundary term for the Gauss-Bonnet case in Section 4.2. Then, in Section 4.3,
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we derive the boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity as the main result of this paper.
We run a consistency check on this result in Section 4.4 by obtaining the Einstein-Hilbert and
Gauss-Bonnet null boundary terms as special cases of the general result. The paper ends with
a brief conclusion in Section 5. Most of the background material required for the computations
have been included in the appendices.
Notations and Conventions: We use the mostly positive metric signature (−,+,+,+, . . . ) and
the fundamental constants G and c have been set to unity. The Latin indices, a, b, . . ., run over
all the space-time indices, and are hence summed over all the D values when the spacetime is
D-dimensional. Greek indices, α, β, . . ., will be used for indices restricted to a codimension-1
hypersurface and upper case Latin symbols, A,B, . . ., will be used for indices corresponding to
a codimension-2 hypersurface. We shall use the notation Rabcd to refer to the Riemann tensor
of the D-dimensional manifold, defined through the commutation relation [∇b,∇c]va = Raibcvi,
and (D−2)Rabcd to refer to the Riemann tensor of the codimension-2 surfaces on the null surface
orthogonal to the auxiliary null vector. The D-dimensional covariant derivative will be denoted
by ∇a while the covariant derivative on the codimension-2 surfaces will be denoted by Da.
2 A short summary of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
In this section, we shall briefly revisit the basic geometrical structure of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity,
defining relevant tensors and discussing the results pertinent to our forthcoming calculations.
An interested reader may consult [48] for further details and clarifications. The Lagrangian for
Lanczos-Lovelock gravity is constructed as a sum over homogeneous polynomials of the Riemann
curvature tensor of various orders, under the restriction that the equations of motion are second
order in derivatives of the metric. For a spacetime of a particular dimension, only the terms up
to a particular order are non-zero. For even number of dimensions, the highest order term is a
total derivative and hence of no effect on the dynamics. Higher order terms of this series become
effective as the spacetime dimension increases. For example, the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian
in four dimensions consists of the cosmological constant term, the Einstein-Hilbert term and the
Gauss-Bonnet term. The Gauss-Bonnet term, which is the additional term present here with
respect to the usual Lagrangian for general relativity, is topological in four dimensions, but can
lead to non-trivial effects on the dynamics in five and higher dimensions. Thus, it is customary
to consider Lanczos-Lovelock gravity in D spacetime dimensions, where D is greater than four,
since otherwise the dynamics is effectively equal to that of general relativity with a cosmological
constant term. But we are interested in the well-posedness of the action itself, and not just the
dynamics. So, from our perspective, the Gauss-Bonnet term is important even in its role as a
total derivative in four dimensions.
The most general action of the Lanczos-Lovelock gravity in a spacetime volume V in D spacetime
dimensions is given by
16πA =
∫
dDx
√−g L =
mmax∑
m=0
cm
∫
V
dDx
√−gLm ; Lm ≡ 1
2m
δa1b1...ambmc1d1...cmdmR
c1d1
a1b1
. . . Rcmdmambm , (1)
where mmax = [D/2], i.e., the greatest integer less than or equal to D/2 and cm’s are dimensionful
coupling parameters. When D = 2m, the mth order term will be a total derivative and will not
contribute to the equations of motion. The m = 0 term in the above expression is essentially
the cosmological constant term, while the m = 1 term presents the standard Einstein-Hilbert
action for the choice c1 = 1. The object δ
a1b1...ambm
c1d1...cmdm
is the determinant of a matrix made out of
delta functions and is referred to in the literature as the completely antisymmetric determinant
tensor [48] or the generalized Kronecker delta [61, 62]. Another tensor playing a very important
role in the context of Lanczos-Lovelock theories is the entropy tensor P abcd . Starting from the
definition of the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian as presented in Eq. (1), the entropy tensor takes
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the following form:
P abcd ≡
(
∂L
∂Rcdab
)
gij
=
∑
m
cm
m
2m
δ
aba1b1...am−1bm−1
cdc1d1...cm−1dm−1
Rc1d1a1b1 . . . R
cm−1dm−1
am−1bm−1
≡
∑
m
cmP
ab
cd (m) . (2)
It is called the entropy tensor since it enters the expression for the Wald entropy. Using the last
expression, we can write down the mth order Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian as a product of the
mth order entropy tensor, P ab
cd (m), and the Riemann tensor:
Lm =
1
m
P abcd (m)R
cd
ab . (3)
The entropy tensor P abcd, and also P abcd (m), satisfies all the algebraic symmetries of the Riemann
curvature tensor. It, as well as every P abcd (m), also has the additional property that its divergence
on any index is zero:
∇aP abcd = 0 . (4)
This concludes our discussion of the essential geometrical structure and identities associated with
the general Lanczos-Lovelock theory. Before we proceed, let us briefly comment on the two most
important terms in the series for the Lanczos-Lovelock action, namely the Einstein-Hilbert (the
usual action for general relativity without the cosmological constant term) and the Gauss-Bonnet
terms. The first non-trivial case corresponds to m = 1, the Einstein-Hilbert action, for which the
tensor P ab
cd (1) takes the following form:
P abcd (1) =
1
2
(
δac δ
b
d − δadδbc
)
, (5)
and the Lagrangian, as expected, is given by
L1 = P
ab
cd (1)R
cd
ab = R . (6)
The next term in the Lanczos-Lovelock Lagrangian, for m = 2, is the the Gauss-Bonnet term,
with the following expression for the entropy tensor:
P abcd (2) = 2
[
Rabcd +G
b
cδ
a
d −Gac δbd +Radδbc −Rbdδac
]
. (7)
The Lagrangian is
L2 =
1
2
P abcd (2)R
cd
ab = R
2 − 4RabRab +RabcdRabcd . (8)
We will require these expressions when we derive the null boundary term for Gauss-Bonnet La-
grangian in Section 4.2. Having listed the results in Lanczos-Lovelock gravity required for our
work, we proceed forward to present the decompositions of the Riemann tensor near a null surface
in the next section.
3 Projections of the Riemann tensor near a null surface
In this section, we shall provide expressions for the various projections of the Riemann tensor near
a null surface that will be used in our derivation of the Lanczos-Lovelock boundary term near a
null boundary. The derivations of the identities provided in this section are given in a detailed
fashion in Appendix A. (For more detailed discussions on the geometrical quantities associated
with null surface that are used in these derivations, we refer the reader to Appendix A.3 in the
arXiv version of [12])
The identities and the results presented here are valid under the following setup. We start with a
null surface in a D-dimensional spacetime and parametrise it by φ(x) = constant, for some scalar
function φ(x). (For the purpose of this paper, we shall assume that we have taken a null foliation,
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such that the normal vector ℓa satisfies ℓaℓ
a = 0 everywhere and not just on the null boundary
that we are considering.)
A null normal ℓa to the surface will have the form ℓa = A(x)∇aφ(x), for some scalar function
A(x). As is standard (see, e.g., [63,64]), we choose an auxiliary null vector ka such that kaℓa = −1.
This allows us to define the induced metric on the null surface as
qab = gab + ℓakb + kaℓb . (9)
This is a two-metric on a two-surface orthogonal to ℓa and ka. It turns out that it is advantageous
to assume ka to be hyper-surface orthogonal, i.e., ka = B(x)∇aψ(x), for some scalar function
ψ(x) and B(x). As shown in Appendix A.2, this condition is sufficient (but does not appear to be
necessary) to ensure that we can define an appropriate covariant derivative Da on the null surface
without introducing torsion. These assumptions on the null normal ℓa and the auxiliary null
vector ka imply a bunch of relations that will be useful for our calculations. The “acceleration”
of the null normal satisfies the following equation:
ℓc∇cℓd = κℓd , (10)
where κ may be called the non-affinity coefficient. The direct formula for κ is
κ = ℓa∂a lnA− k
a
2
∂a
(
ℓbℓb
)
. (11)
Since the null normal has vanishing norm everywhere, we have ∇a(ℓbℓb) = 0 and hence the non-
affinity coefficient associated with the null normal becomes
κ = ℓa∂a lnA . (12)
The second fundamental form associated with the null surface is
Θcd ≡ qmc qkd∇mℓk , (13)
while the corresponding quantity for the null vector ka, the second fundamental form for the
foliation by Ψ with ℓa chosen as the auxiliary null vector to ka, is
Ψcd ≡ qmc qnd∇mkn . (14)
Both Θcd and Ψcd are symmetric. Finally, we have the following formula for the variation of ℓa
when the metric is varied:
δℓa = ℓaδ lnA . (15)
This can be easily proved as follows: δℓa = Aδ (∂aφ) + ∂aφδA = A∂a (δφ) + ℓaδ lnA = ℓaδ lnA,
where the term A∂a (δφ) identically vanishes since φ is a scalar independent of the metric that
does not vary under metric variations. Thus, after variation, ℓa + δℓa = (1 + δ lnA) ℓa =
(1 + δ lnA)A∂aφ is still normal to the φ = constant surfaces. In order to see how A will vary
under metric variations, consider a coordinate system with φ and ψ as two of the coordinates. In
such a coordinate system, the conditions gabℓaℓb = 0, g
abkakb = 0 and g
abℓakb = −1 turn into the
following conditions on the inverse metric, respectively:
gφφ = 0, gψψ = 0, ABgφψ = −1 ; (16)
where we have used the fact that ℓa and ka have to be non-zero and hence A and B are non-zero.
The first two conditions do not constrain A or B, but the third condition specifies their product
in terms of the metric as
AB =
−1
gφψ
. (17)
Considering variations, it is clear that enforcing δ (ℓ.ℓ) = 0 and δ (k.k) = 0 are restrictions on the
metric, unlike the non-null case where δ (n.n) = 0 can be achieved by varying the normalization
factor of the normal appropriately. But the constraint δ (ℓ.k) = 0 can be achieved by tweaking
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the product AB appropriately. For the purpose of this paper, we shall assume δ (ℓ.ℓ) = 0 and
δ (k.k) = 0 everywhere, because otherwise all the expressions and equations we have for null
surfaces will be meaningless under variation, and we shall also impose δ (ℓ.k) = 0 everywhere.
[In our earlier paper deriving the null boundary term for general relativity [12], we had assumed
δ (ℓ.ℓ) = 0 only on the null boundary and φ was not assumed to be a null foliation. We hope
to remove these extra restrictions that we have imposed in this paper, for ease of calculation, in
a later work.] We shall also assume B to be a constant independent of the metric. To simplify
matters, we shall equate it to 1:
B = 1 , (18)
which provides A and the variation of A in terms of the metric degrees of freedom as
A =
−1
gφψ
⇒ δA = δ
(
gφψ
)
(gφψ)
2 . (19)
This is also a restriction we hope to remove in a future work.
Having described the set-up under which we will carry out the derivation of null boundary terms
in the context of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, we will now consider the projections of the Riemann
tensor on the null surface that we will have occasion to use. First, we shall consider the case when
all the indices of the D-dimensional Riemann tensor are projected on the null surface, which is
given by (for a detailed derivation, see Eq. (100) in Appendix A.4)
Rabcd q
p
aq
q
bq
c
mq
d
n =
(D−2)Rpqmn +Θ
p
mΨ
q
n +Ψ
p
mΘ
q
n −ΘpnΨqm −ΨpnΘqm , (20)
where Θab and Ψ
c
d are the second fundamental forms associated with the null normal ℓa and the
auxiliary null vector ka, respectively. When three indices of the Riemann tensor are projected on
the null surface while the remaining index is contracted with ℓa, one ends up with the following
result (derived in Eq. (104) in Appendix A.4):
Rabcd ℓaq
m
b q
c
pq
d
q = DqΘ
m
p −DpΘmq +
(
qiqΘ
m
p − qipΘmq
)
kj∇iℓj . (21)
And finally, when two indices of the Riemann tensor are projected on the null surface and the
other two are contracted with the null normal ℓa, we get
Rabcd ℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
n = −qmi qjn£ℓΘij + κΘmn −Θmi Θin . (22)
For a derivation of the above equation, we refer the reader to Eq. (115) in Appendix A.4. Note
that the left-hand side of this equation is a symmetric tensor and each of the terms on the right-
hand side are also symmetric. These are all the projections we can have without making use of ka,
since a term with three indices of the Riemann tensor contracted with the null normal ℓa would
identically vanish due to the symmetries of the Riemann tensor.
4 The null boundary term for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
4.1 Manipulating the boundary variation in general Lanczos-Lovelock
gravity
In this section, we shall start with the total divergence term in the variation of the action of
general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, express it as the boundary variation on a null boundary and
separate out the total variation term to be cancelled by the addition of a boundary term. The
expression for the total divergence term in the action of Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, following [5],
is
δA
∂V
=
∫
V
dDx
√−g∇j
[
2P ibjd∇b (δgdi)− 2
(∇cP ijcd) δgdi] . (23)
Enforcing Eq. (4), i.e., the result that the contracted covariant derivative of the entropy tensor
P abcd identically vanishes, one can eliminate the second term appearing in the above expression.
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We use the divergence theorem to convert the remaining expression from a volume integral to a
boundary integral on the null boundary with normal ℓa, leading to
δA
∂V
=
∫
∂V
dD−1x 2
(√−g
A
)
ℓjP
ibjd∇b (δgdi) , (24)
where the form of the volume element used is for ℓa = A∇aφ with φ taken as one of the coordinates
[12]. In Appendix D, we have derived the following relation between
√−g and the determinant q
of the metric on the codimension-2 surfaces:
√−g = A√q . (25)
Using this relation in Eq. (24) we obtain
δA
∂V
=
∫
∂V
dD−1x 2
√
qℓjP
ibjd∇b (δgdi) . (26)
Let us lose the integral and just write the integrand appearing above:
√
qQ[ℓc] ≡ 2√q ℓcP abcd∇b (δgad)
= 2
√
q
[∇b (P abcdℓcδgad)− P abcd (∇bℓc) δgad] . (27)
The last term is a Dirichlet variation term (a term with only the variations of the dynamical
variables, and not of their derivatives) and it will be killed when we fix the metric on the boundary.
(There is the question of which components of the metric are to be fixed on the boundary for a
consistent variational principle. Let us assume for now that, just as in the non-null case [58], the
decomposition of the boundary term will automatically select the relevant components and ensure
consistency.) Since this does not contribute to the boundary term, let us ignore it and write
√
qQ[ℓc] = 2
√
q∇b
(
P abcdℓcδgad
)
+ . . . . (28)
From now on, any term deemed not relevant for the boundary term will be dumped into the ‘. . . ’.
Decomposing the first term using the projector Πab = δ
a
b + k
aℓb (see [13]), we obtain
2
√
q∇b
(
P abcdℓcδgad
)
= 2
√−g
A
∇b
(
P abcdℓcδgad
)
= 2
√−g∇b
(
1
A
P abcdℓcδgad
)
+ . . .
= 2
√−g∇e
(
1
A
ΠebP
abcdℓcδgad
)
− 2√−g∇e
(
1
A
keℓbP
abcdℓcδgad
)
+ . . .
= 2∂e
(√−g
A
ΠebP
abcdℓcδgad
)
− 2√−g∇e
(
1
A
keℓbP
abcdℓcδgad
)
+ . . . .
(29)
Since Πebℓe = 0, the first term above is a surface total derivative term on the null boundary. This
term has variations of the derivatives of the metric, but all these derivatives are tangential to the
boundary and hence will disappear when the metric is fixed all along the boundary. Thus, this
term does not contribute to the boundary term. Relegating it also to the oblivion of the three
dots, we obtain
√
qQ[ℓc] = −2√q∇e
(
keℓbP
abcdℓcδgad
)
+ . . . . (30)
Note that, as we have done above, we can take A inside and outside of the derivative as we see
fit, since the extra terms are anyway proportional to δgab and hence do not contribute to the
boundary term. Taking the covariant derivative in Eq. (30) inside, we obtain
√
qQ[ℓc] = −2√q∇e
(
keℓbP
abcdℓc
)
δgad − 2√qkeℓbP abcdℓc∇eδgad + . . . . (31)
Again, we spy a Dirichlet variation term in the above expression. Relegating it to the dots, we
can write
√
qQ[ℓc] = −2√qkeℓbP abcdℓc∇eδgad + . . . . (32)
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Next, we need to bring the δ out of the covariant derivative in ∇eδgad. We can manipulate this
term as follows:
∇eδgad = ∂eδgad − Γfeaδgfd − Γfedδgaf
= ∂eδgad − δ
(
Γfeagfd
)− δ (Γfedgaf)+ gfdδΓfea + gafδΓfed
= δ (∇egad) + gfdδΓfea + gafδΓfed = gfdδΓfea + gafδΓfed . (33)
We have converted the variations of the metric and its derivatives to variations of the Christoffel
symbols. In Eq. (32), the index e above is contracted with the auxiliary null vector ke. We shall
use the following identity to transform these terms:
keδΓfea = δ
(∇akf)−∇a (δkf) . (34)
Using Eq. (33) and Eq. (34) in Eq. (32), we obtain
−2√qkeℓbP abcdℓc∇eδgad = 2√qkeP abdcℓbℓc
(
gfdδΓ
f
ea + gafδΓ
f
ed
)
= 4
√
qkeP abdcℓbℓcgfdδΓ
f
ea
= 4
√
qP abdcℓbℓcgfd
[
δ
(∇akf)−∇a (δkf)] . (35)
Decomposing the second term involving ∇aδkf above,
−4√qP abdcℓbℓcgfd∇a
(
δkf
)
=− 4√qP abdcℓbℓcgfd (Πea − keℓa)∇e
[
δkf
]
=− 4√qP abdcℓbℓcgfdΠea∇e
[
δkf
]
=− 4√q∇e
[
ΠeaP
abdcℓbℓcgfdδk
f
]
+ 4
√
q∇e
[
P abdcℓbℓcgfdΠ
e
a
]
δkf , (36)
where we have used the antisymmetry of indices a, b in P abcd in the second step. The second
term involving δkf is a Dirichlet variation term, since our assumption ka = ∇aψ means that
δkf = kaδg
fa. As in Eq. (29), the first term can be converted to a total derivative term on the
boundary surface by taking the
√
q inside the covariant derivative at the cost of appearance of a
Dirichlet variation term. Thus, consigning all the terms in Eq. (36) to the dots, we have
√
qQ[ℓc] = 4
√
qP abdcℓbℓcgfdδ
(∇akf)+ . . .
= 4
√
qP abcdℓaℓcgfdδ
(∇bkf)+ . . .
= 4
√
qP abcd ℓaℓ
c
(
Π˜ df − ℓdkf
)
(Πmb − kmℓb) δ
(∇mkf)+ . . .
= 4
√
qP abcd ℓaℓ
cΠ˜ df Π
m
bδ
(∇mkf)+ . . . , (37)
where we have introduced the notation Π˜ ba = δ
b
a + kaℓ
b. This is just Πab with the first index
lowered and the second one raised. But we have added the tilde so that it will be easier to
recognize this without looking minutely at index placements.
Dropping the
√
q factor for the time being for ease, the boundary variation can be further manip-
ulated as follows:
Q[ℓc] =4P
ab
cd ℓaℓ
cΠmbΠ˜
d
n δ (∇mkn) + . . .
=4P abcd ℓaℓ
c (qmb − ℓmkb)
(
qdn − ℓnkd
)
δ (∇mkn) + . . .
=4P abcd ℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
nδ (∇mkn)− 4P abcd ℓaℓcqmb ℓnkdδ (∇mkn)− 4P abcd ℓaℓcℓmkbqdnδ (∇mkn)
+ 4P abcd ℓaℓ
cℓmkbk
dℓnδ (∇mkn) + . . .
=4P abcd ℓaℓ
cδΨdb − 4P abcd ℓaℓckdqmb δ (ℓn∇mkn)− 4P abcd ℓaℓckbqdnδ (ℓm∇mkn)
+ 4P abcd ℓaℓ
ckbk
dδ (ℓmℓn∇mkn) + . . .
=4P abcd ℓaℓ
cδΨdb + 4P
ab
cd ℓaℓ
ckdqmb δ (k
p∇mℓp) + 4P abcd ℓaℓckbqdnδ (kp∇nℓp)
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+ 4P abcd ℓaℓ
ckbk
dδκ+ . . .
=4P abcd ℓaℓ
cδΨdb + 8P
ab
cd ℓaℓ
ckdqmb δ (k
p∇mℓp) + 4P abcd ℓaℓckbkdδκ+ . . . . (38)
In the above derivation, we have replaced Π and Π˜ in terms of the induced metric qab and simplified
the resultant expressions. Any terms involving metric variations (δℓa, δka, δqab , δg
ab, etc.) have
been banished to the anonymity of the three dots and we have made use of the equations Eq. (10)
and Eq. (14). Further, we have used the assumption that ℓak
a = −1 everywhere and even under
variations to write
ℓn∇mkn = ∇m (ℓnkn)− kn∇mℓn = ∂m (ℓnkn)− kn∇mℓn = −kn∇mℓn . (39)
The simplification of the term −4P abcd ℓaℓckbqdnδ (ℓm∇mkn) was performed using
ℓm∇mkn = ℓm∇m∇nψ = ℓm∇n∇mψ = ℓm∇nkm = −km∇nℓm , (40)
to write
−4P abcd ℓaℓckbqdnδ (ℓm∇mkn) = 4P abcd ℓaℓckbqdnδ (km∇nℓm) + . . . , (41)
which was then combined with another term using the symmetries of P abcd to obtain Eq. (38).
We will use Eq. (38) to evaluate the structure of the boundary term for the general Lanczos-
Lovelock Lagrangian. But first, as a warmup and due to its significance as the first higher order
correction to Einstein gravity, we consider the case of the Gauss-Bonnet term.
4.2 Specializing to Gauss-Bonnet gravity
Before deriving the boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, let us briefly discuss the
boundary term structure associated with Gauss-Bonnet gravity, i.e., with the m = 2 term in the
Lanczos-Lovelock series. The expression for the entropy tensor P abcd in the context of Gauss-Bonnet
gravity was given in Eq. (7), which we reproduce below for convenience:
P abcd (2) = 2
(
Rabcd +G
b
cδ
a
d −Gac δbd +Radδbc −Rbdδac
)
. (42)
Using the above formula for the entropy tensor and Eq. (38), we shall derive the boundary term
in Gauss-Bonnet gravity. We shall simplify each of the terms in Eq. (38) in turn. The first among
them is
Q
(1)
GB[ℓc] ≡4P abcd (2)ℓaℓcδΨdb
=4P abcd (2)ℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
nδ (∇mkn) + . . .
=8
(
Rabcdℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
n −Gac ℓaℓcqmn
)
δ (∇mkn) + . . .
=8
(
Rabcdℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
n −Rac ℓaℓcqmn
)
δ (∇mkn) + . . .
=8
[(−qma qbn£ℓΘab + κΘmn −Θmp Θpn)−
(
κΘ− dΘ
dλ
−ΘabΘba
)
qmn
]
δ (∇mkn) + . . .
=8
(−qma qbn£ℓΘab + κΘmn −Θmp Θpn) δΨnm − 8
(
κΘ− dΘ
dλ
−ΘabΘba
)
δΨ+ . . . , (43)
where we have used Eq. (22) to substitute for Rabcdℓaℓ
cqmb q
d
n and also used
Rac ℓaℓ
c = κΘ− dΘ
dλ
−ΘabΘba . (44)
Here we have introduced a parameter λ such that ℓc∇cλ = 1 to write ℓc∇cΘ = (dΘ/dλ). Eq. (44)
is the null Raychaudhuri equation [64], but with non-affine parametrisation [65]. In fact, we
can derive this equation easily from the projections of the Riemann tensor. We have given this
derivation in Appendix F.
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The next term in Eq. (38) is
Q
(2)
GB[ℓc] ≡8P abcd (2)ℓaℓckdqmb δ (kp∇mℓp)
=16
(
Rabcdℓaℓ
ckdqmb −Gbcℓcqmb
)
δ (kp∇mℓp)
=16Rabcdℓ
cqmb
(
ℓak
d + δda
)
δ (kp∇mℓp)
=16Rabcdℓ
cqmb
(
qda − kaℓd
)
δ (kp∇mℓp)
= − 16Rabcdℓcqma qdb δ (kp∇mℓp)
= − 16 [−DmΘ+DpΘmp − (Θqam −Θma) kp∇aℓp] δ (kq∇mℓq) , (45)
where we have used a contracted version of Eq. (21) in arriving at the last step. The remaining
term in Eq. (38) has the following structure
Q
(3)
GB[ℓc] ≡ 4P abcd (2)ℓaℓckbkdδκ = 8
(
Rabcdℓaℓ
ckbk
d −Gbcℓckb −Radℓakd
)
δκ
= 8
(
Rabcdℓaℓ
ckbk
d − 2Radℓakd −
1
2
R
)
δκ = −4Rabcdqcaqdb δκ
= −4
(
(D−2)R+ 2ΘΨ− 2ΘabΨab
)
δκ , (46)
where, in the penultimate step, we have used the following result:
Rabcdq
c
aq
d
b = R + 4R
a
b ℓak
b − 2Rabcdℓaℓckbkd , (47)
and contracted version of Eq. (20) in the ultimate step. Finally, combining Eq. (43), Eq. (45) and
Eq. (46), we arrive at
QGB[ℓc] ≡Q(1)GB[ℓc] +Q(2)GB[ℓc] +Q(3)GB[ℓc]
=− 8 (qmp qqn£ℓΘnm) δΨpq + 8κΘmn δΨnm − 8Θmp ΘpnδΨnm − 8κΘδΨ+ 8dΘdλ δΨ
+ 8ΘabΘ
b
aδΨ+ 16D
mΘδ (kq∇mℓq)− 16DpΘmpδ (kq∇mℓq)
+ 16 (kq∇aℓq) (Θqam −Θam) δ (kp∇mℓp)− 4 (D−2)Rδκ− 8ΘΨδκ+ 8ΘabΨabδκ+ . . .
=− 8 (qmp qqn£ℓΘnm) δΨpq + 8Θmn δ (κΨnm)− 8Θmp ΘpnδΨnm − 8Θδ (κΨ) + 8dΘdλ δΨ
+ 8ΘabΘ
b
aδΨ+ 16D
mΘδ (kq∇mℓq)− 16DpΘmpδ (kq∇mℓq)
+ 8 (Θqam −Θam) δ [(kq∇aℓq) (kp∇mℓp)]− 4 (D−2)Rδκ+ . . . , (48)
where we have again thrown some metric variations to the dots. All these terms have variations of
the derivatives of the metric orthogonal to the null surface, i.e., derivatives along ka. Taking the
delta commonly outside and eliminating the terms with only variations of the metric or its surface
derivatives on the boundary to the group of terms represented by the dots, we obtain
QGB[ℓc] =δ
[
−8Ψpq£ℓΘqp + 8κΘpqΨqp − 8ΘacΘcbΨba − 8κΘΨ+ 8Ψ
dΘ
dλ
+ 8ΨΘabΘ
b
a
+ 16 (DmΘ−DaΘma ) (kq∇mℓq) + 8 (kq∇mℓq) (kp∇aℓp) (Θqma −Θma)
−4κ (D−2)R
]
+ . . . , (49)
where we have used the fact that Θab, Dc acting on Θ
ab, Θ, qmp q
q
n£ℓΘ
n
m, dΘ/dλ and
(D−2)R do
not have derivatives of the metric along ka. (From Eq. (92), one can see that (D−2)R contains
only derivatives tangential to the null surface.) Introducing back the
√
q which we had dropped
before Eq. (38), we have
√
qQGB[ℓc] =δ
{√
q
[
−8Ψpq£ℓΘqp + 8κΘpqΨqp − 8ΘacΘcbΨba − 8κΘΨ+ 8Ψ
dΘ
dλ
+ 8ΨΘabΘ
b
a
+ 16 (DmΘ−DaΘma ) (kq∇mℓq) + 8 (kq∇mℓq) (kp∇aℓp) (Θqma − Θma)
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−4κ (D−2)R
]}
+ . . . , (50)
where the variations of
√
q have been removed to the dots. Therefore, the boundary term to be
added to cancel off the normal derivatives of the metric in the boundary variation for Gauss-Bonnet
gravity is
√
q BGB =4√q
[
2Ψpq£ℓΘ
q
p − 2κΘpqΨqp + 2ΘacΘcbΨba + 2κΘΨ− 2Ψ
dΘ
dλ
− 2ΨΘabΘba
− 4 (DmΘ−DaΘma ) (kq∇mℓq)− 2 (kq∇mℓq) (kp∇aℓp) (Θqma −Θma)
+κ (D−2)R
]
. (51)
Grouping terms with κ, we can rewrite this boundary term as
√
q BGB =4√q
[
κ
(
(D−2)R − 2ΘpqΨqp + 2ΘΨ
)
+ 2Ψpq£ℓΘ
q
p − 2Ψ
dΘ
dλ
+ 2ΘacΘ
c
bΨ
b
a − 2ΨΘabΘba
− 4 (DmΘ−DaΘma ) (kq∇mℓq)− 2 (kq∇mℓq) (kp∇aℓp) (Θqma −Θma)
]
.
(52)
This finishes our computation of the null boundary term in Gauss-Bonnet gravity. This boundary
term is considerably larger than the null boundary term for Einstein-Hilbert action [11, 12, 15].
The derivatives of the metric in directions non-tangential to the null boundary are present in
the tensors κ,Ψab and k
p∇aℓp, while only κ was present in the Einstein-Hilbert null boundary
term.
We will now take up our main task, that of finding out the boundary term for general Lanczos-
Lovelock gravity.
4.3 Boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
In this section, we shall derive the null boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity by
proceeding on a path similar to the one used in the last section to successfully derive the null
boundary term in the context of Gauss-Bonnet gravity.
We shall derive the null boundary term formth order Lanczos-Lovelock gravity. The null boundary
term for any Lanczos-Lovelock action can be obtained as a suitable sum of these terms. The
expression of the entropy tensor P abcd for m
th order Lanczos-Lovelock gravity takes the following
form (see Eq. (2)):
P abcd (m) =
m
2m
δ
aba1b1...am−1bm−1
cdc1d1...cm−1dm−1
Rc1d1a1b1 . . . R
cm−1dm−1
am−1bm−1
. (53)
To make the index notation less cumbersome, we shall do the evaluation for (m + 1)th order
Lanczos-Lovelock gravity, since then we will have m instead of (m − 1) in the last set of indices
presented above and the expressions will be slightly shorter.
4.3.1 Projecting and decomposing the Riemann tensors in the boundary varia-
tion
In Eq. (38), we start with the last term, involving δκ, which is the simplest to work with. We
multiply this term by [2m+1/(m + 1)] to remove the corresponding factor from P ab
cd (m+1) to ob-
tain
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(3)
m+1[ℓc] ≡
2m+1
m+ 1
[
4P abcd (m+1)ℓaℓ
ckbk
dδκ
]
=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm R
r1s1
p1q1
. . . Rrmsmpmqm
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=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa1p1 q
b1
q1
qr1c1 q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 + 4Θ
r1
p1
Ψs1q1
)
. . .
(
(D−2)Rrmsmpmqm + 4Θ
rm
pm
Ψsmqm
)
=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
,
(54)
where, in the third step, we have written the Kronecker delta as δab = q
a
b−ℓakb−ℓbka and have used
the antisymmetry of the determinant tensor. In the fourth line, we have made use of Eq. (20) to
write down the projected D-dimensional Riemann tensor in terms of the induced Riemann tensor
and Θab and Ψab. In the next step, we have expanded out the product of the m factors. Each
term in the sum involvesm factors, the factors present being either the components of the induced
Riemann tensor or factors of the form 4ΘabΨ
c
d. All terms having the same number of Riemann
tensor factors are equivalent due to the symmetries of δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm . The binomial coefficient
mCt
represents the number of ways of choosing k factors out of the m factors present. It is to be
understood that the indices are to be taken only from the pool (p1, q1, r1, s1) to (pm, qm, rm, sm),
with each index appearing only once. For example, the t = 0 term is built from the induced
Riemann tensor alone, while the t = m term depends solely on factors inheriting Θab and Ψ
a
b .
Next, we tackle the second term in Eq. (38) involving the variation of kp∇mℓp, again multiplying
by [2m+1/(m+ 1)]:
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(2)
m+1[ℓc] ≡
2m+1
m+ 1
[
8P abcd (m+1)ℓaℓ
ckdqnb δ (k
p∇nℓp)
]
=8ℓaℓ
ckdqnb δ (k
p∇nℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm Rr1s1p1q1 . . . Rrmsmpmqm
=8ℓaℓ
ckdqnb δ (k
p∇nℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa1p1 q
b1
q1
qr1c1 q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
− 16mℓaℓckdqnb δ (kp∇nℓp) δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm kp1
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
×
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
, (55)
where, again, the decomposition of the Kronecker delta as δab = q
a
b −ℓakb−ℓbka and the symmetry
properties of the determinant tensor were used. Since none of the upper indices of the determinant
tensor are a priori contracted with a ka, terms of the form kbℓ
c arising from the expansion of δcb
survive when the index b is contracted with the determinant tensor and the index c is contracted
with a lower index of one of the Riemann tensors, with all the other Riemann indices present, of
that particular Riemann tensor and of others in the product, contracted with qab . All such terms
are equivalent due to the symmetries of the determinant tensor. Since there are two lower indices
per Riemann tensor and there are m Riemann tensors to choose from, we get an overall factor of
2m for this term. We shall first simplify the first term in the Eq. (55), where all the indices of the
Riemann tensors are contracted with q’s:
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(2,a)
m+1[ℓc] ≡8ℓaℓckdqnb δ (kp∇nℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa1p1 q
b1
q1
qr1c1 q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=8ℓaℓ
ckdqnb δ (k
p∇nℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
,
(56)
where we have made use of Eq. (20) and expanded just as in Eq. (54). Going on to the second
term in Eq. (55), we have
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(2,b)
m+1[ℓc] ≡− 16mℓaℓckdqnb δ (kp∇nℓp) δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm kp1
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
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×
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=− 32mℓaℓckbkdδ
(
qnp1k
p∇nℓp
)
δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm ×
{
Dr1Θs1q1 + (k
q∇jℓq) qjr1Θs1q1
}
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
+ . . . . (57)
Here we have made use of Eq. (20), again, as well as Eq. (21), and thrown away some metric
variations into the dots. The summation has appeared in the same way as in Eq. (56), with the
difference that there are only m− 1 factors here.
Finally, we shall tackle the first term of Eq. (38), which, after multiplying with [2m+1/(m + 1)],
is
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1)
m+1[ℓc] ≡
2m+1
m+ 1
(
4P abcd (m+1)ℓaℓ
cδΨdb
)
=4ℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
Rr1s1p1q1 . . . R
rmsm
pmqm
=4ℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa1p1 q
b1
q1
qr1c1 q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
− 16mℓaℓcδΨdb δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm kp1
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
×
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
+ 32mC2 ℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
kp1
(
ℓc2q
b2
q2
qa2p2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
kr2
×
(
qa3p3 q
b3
q3
qr3c3 q
s3
d3
Rc3d3a3b3
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
+ 16mℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(
ℓa1qb1q1 ℓc1q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
kp1k
r1
×
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
+ . . . , (58)
where the dots at the end indicate that we have removed some metric variation terms. Here also,
we have expressed the Kronecker delta in terms of the induced metric qab and the null vectors ℓa
and ka. In this case, we get four non-zero terms on expansion: (a) a term with all the indices
of all the Riemann tensors contracted with the induced metric; (b) a term with one index of
just one Riemann tensor contracted with the null normal ℓa and all other Riemann tensor indices
contracted with the induced metric qab ; (c) a term with one index each of two Riemann tensors
contracted with ℓa and the rest with q
a
b and (d) a term with two indices of one Riemann tensor
contracted with ℓa, with the other indices contracted with q
a
b . The second term is obtained in a
manner similar to the second term in Eq. (55). But here there is no ka contracted a priori with
the lower or upper indices of the determinant tensor. Therefore, terms with factors of the form
kr
(
ℓcq
b
qq
a
pq
s
dR
cd
ab
)
survive in addition to terms of the form kp
(
ℓaqbqq
r
cq
s
dR
cd
ab
)
, where the open indices
are contracted with the determinant tensor. But these two types of terms are equivalent up to
metric variations, as can be shown by lowering all upper indices and raising all lower indices. In
proving this equivalence, one would have to throw away some metric variations to the dots while
raising and lowering indices in δΨdb and make use of the fact that Ψ
d
b is a symmetric tensor. So
we obtain an additional factor of two for this term in comparison with Eq. (55), giving an overall
factor of 4m on summing all such equivalent terms. The third term arises out of the possibility
of having one Riemann tensor factor contracted as kr
(
ℓcq
b
qq
a
pq
s
dR
cd
ab
)
and another contracted as
kp
(
ℓaqbqq
r
cq
s
dR
cd
ab
)
. Symmetries of the Riemann tensor ensure that all such terms are equivalent.
There are mC2 ways of choosing two out of the m Riemann tensors. Once two are chosen, one of
the two upper indices of the first Riemann tensor can be contracted with ℓc while one of the two
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upper indices of the other are contracted with ℓa, giving four possibilities. Similarly, there are
four possibilities using the lower indices of the first and the upper indices of the second. In total,
thus, there are 8 terms arising out of any pair of Riemann tensors. Thus, the total number of such
terms formed is 8mC2 = 4m(m − 1). The last term has one Riemann tensor contracted in the
form ℓaqbqℓcq
s
dR
cd
abkpk
r. Again, all such terms are equivalent. There are m Riemann tensor factors
to choose from, with each Riemann tensor offering two lower indices as options to contract with
ℓa and two upper indices as options for contracting with ℓc, giving four combinations in total per
Riemann tensor. Thus, we obtain an overall factor of 4m.
We shall now simplify the terms in Eq. (58) one by one. We start with the first term, which has all
the indices of all the Riemann tensors contracted with qab . Making use of Eq. (20) and noting that
this term has the same structure we encountered in Eq. (54), we can immediately write
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,a)
m+1[ℓc] ≡4ℓaℓcδΨdb δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa1p1 q
b1
q1
qr1c1 q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=4ℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
.
(59)
Next, we simplify the second term in Eq. (58):
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,b)
m+1[ℓc] ≡− 16mℓaℓcδΨdb δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm kp1
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
×
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=− 16mℓaℓckdδΨr1p1 δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
×
(
ℓc1q
b1
q1
qa1b q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
=32mℓaℓ
ckdδΨr1p1 δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(
DbΘ
s1
q1
+ qjbΘ
s1
q1
kp∇jℓp
)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
+ . . . . (60)
To obtain the second line above, we have lowered all the upper indices and raised all the lower
indices, while throwing away metric variations to the dots. We have also exchanged some indices
using the symmetries of the determinant tensor. The last step was obtained making use of Eq. (20)
and Eq. (21) and simplifying in a manner similar to Eq. (57). Using the same two equations, we
can simplify the third term in Eq. (58) as well. We have
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,c)
m+1[ℓc] ≡32mC2 ℓaℓcδΨdb δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r1
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)
kp1
(
ℓc2q
b2
q2
qa2p2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
kr2
×
(
qa3p3 q
b3
q3
qr3c3 q
s3
d3
Rc3d3a3b3
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=− 16m (m− 1) ℓaℓckbkdδΨr1p1 δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
ℓa1qb1q1q
r2
c1
qs1d1R
c1d1
a1b1
)(
ℓc2q
b2
q2
qa2p2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
×
(
qa3p3 q
b3
q3
qr3c3 q
s3
d3
Rc3d3a3b3
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=− 64m (m− 1) ℓaℓckbkdδΨr1p1 δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
[
Dr2Θs1q1 + (k
p∇jℓp) qjr2Θs1q1
]
× [Dp2Θs2q2 + (kq∇iℓq) qip2Θs2q2]
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×
m−2∑
t=0
m−2Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
.
(61)
We have used the symmetries of the determinant tensor to exchange some indices in the second
step and have expanded the product as a sum in the last step as before.
Finally, we turn to the last term in Eq. (58). This can be simplified in the following manner:
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,d)
m+1[ℓc] ≡16mℓaℓcδΨdb δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
ℓa1qb1q1 ℓc1q
s1
d1
Rc1d1a1b1
)
kp1k
r1
(
qa2p2 q
b2
q2
qr2c2 q
s2
d2
Rc2d2a2b2
)
. . .
(
qampm q
bm
qm
qrmcm q
sm
dm
Rcmdmambm
)
=16mℓaℓ
ckbk
dδΨr1p1 δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(−qs1i qjq1£ℓΘij + κΘs1q1 −Θs1i Θiq1)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
,
(62)
which was obtained using Eq. (20) and Eq. (22). This completes our job of writing all the relevant
terms in the boundary variation by decomposing them using the projections of the Riemann tensor
near the null surface given in Eq. (20), Eq. (21) and Eq. (22). We will now regroup these terms
appropriately.
4.3.2 Grouping terms to obtain the total variation terms
Thus, having written down the appropriate decomposition of all the terms, our next step would
be to separate out the total variation terms while throwing away metric variations and their
surface derivatives. For this purpose, it is advantageous to group certain terms together. First,
note that the only terms involving the non-affinity parameter κ, which involves the derivatives of
the metric along ka, are in Eq. (54) and Eq. (62). In Eq. (54), κ appears as a variation, while
in Eq. (62) it appears outside the variation. Grouping these two terms together results in the
following expression:
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(3)
m+1[ℓc] +
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,d)
m+1[ℓc]
=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
+ 16mℓaℓ
ckbk
dδΨr1p1 δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(−qs1i qjq1£ℓΘij + κΘs1q1 −Θs1i Θiq1)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
=4δκ ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
+ 4κℓaℓ
ckbk
dδabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm ×
m−1∑
t=0
mm−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
× (Θs1q1δΨr1p1) (Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψsm−t+1qm−t+1 . . .ΘrmpmΨsmqm)
+ 4ℓaℓ
ckbk
dδΨr1p1 δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(−qs1i qjq1£ℓΘij −Θs1i Θiq1)
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×
m−1∑
t=0
mm−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
=δ
[
4κℓaℓ
ckbk
dδabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
− δ
[
4ℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qs1i q
j
q1
£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
s1
i Θ
i
q1
)
×
m−1∑
t=0
mCt+1 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
Ψr1p1
]
+ . . . , (63)
where we have separated out the total variation term by removing the metric variations and
variations of the surface derivatives of the metric to the dots, using the facts that only κ and Ψab
among the tensors present above have derivatives of the metric along ka and that a δ on any Ψab is
equivalent to a δ on any other Ψab due to the symmetries of the determinant tensor. Also,
δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm δ
[
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
= δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm δ
[
m∑
t=1
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . .
= δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
[
m∑
t=1
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
δ
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . .
= δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
[
m∑
t=1
mCt 4
tt
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmδΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . .
= δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
[
m−1∑
t′=0
mCt′+1 4
t′+1 (t′ + 1)
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)R
rm−t′−1sm−t′−1
pm−t′−1qm−t′−1
)
× (Θrm−t′pm−t′Ψsm−t′qm−t′ . . .ΘrmpmδΨsmqm)
]
+ . . .
= δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
[
m−1∑
t′=0
mm−1Ct′ 4
t′+1
(
Θs1q1δΨ
r1
p1
) (
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)R
rm−t′sm−t′
pm−t′ qm−t′
)
× (Θrm−t′+1pm−t′+1Ψsm−t′+1qm−t′+1 . . .ΘrmpmΨsmqm)
]
+ . . . , (64)
which is how the δΨr1p1 term appears from the first term in Eq. (63).
Progressing forward, let us consider the term presented in Eq. (59). One can convert this term to
a total variation in a straightforward manner as follows:
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,a)
m+1[ℓc] =4ℓaℓ
cδΨdb δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
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×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
=δ
[
4ℓaℓ
cΨdb δ
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×
m∑
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4t
mCt
t+ 1
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
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)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
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. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . . , (65)
where we have removed several terms involving variations of the metric and its surface derivatives
into the dots. However, it turns out that the above variation is in fact zero. This is because if
we expand the antisymmetric determinant tensor, the null normals ℓa and ℓc will be contracted
either among themselves or with the other tensors present. All such contractions result in zero
and thus we will receive a vanishing contribution from the above expression to the structure of
the null boundary term.
For our next set of simplifications, we shall group the variations in Eq. (56) and Eq. (60) together.
This leads to
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(2,a)
m+1[ℓc] +
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,b)
m+1[ℓc]
=8ℓaℓ
ckdqjbδ (k
p∇jℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
+ 32mℓaℓ
ckdδΨr1p1 δ
abp1q1...pmqm
cdr1s1...rmsm
(
DbΘ
s1
q1
+ qjbΘ
s1
q1
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)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
=δ
[
8ℓaℓ
ckdqjb (k
p∇jℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ δ
[
8ℓaℓ
ckd
(
DbΘ
s1
q1
)
δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m−1∑
t=0
mCt+1 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
Ψr1p1
)]
+ . . . , (66)
where the dots again stand for terms with only variations of the metric and its surface derivatives.
Here too, the derivatives along ka are present in only two of the tensors involved, kp∇aℓp and Ψab
being the tensors this time around.
The final grouping that we need to do is of the terms in Eq. (57) and Eq. (61). These terms are
also dependent on kp∇aℓp, but in a quadratic manner. The simplification in this case involves a
little more work, but the steps are analogous to those of our previous simplifications. The terms
are
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(2,b)
m+1[ℓc] +
2m+1
m+ 1
Q
(1,c)
m+1[ℓc]
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=− 32mℓaℓckbkdδ
(
qip1k
p∇iℓp
)
δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
{
Dr1Θs1q1 + (k
q∇jℓq) qjr1Θs1q1
}
×
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t=0
m−1Ct 4
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(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
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Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
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qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
− 64m (m− 1) ℓaℓckbkdδΨr1p1 δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
{
Dr2Θs1q1 + (k
p∇iℓp) qir2Θs1q1
}
× {Dp2Θs2q2 + (kq∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2}
×
m−2∑
t=0
m−2Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
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Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
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. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
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Dr1Θs1q1
)
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(
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m−1∑
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m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
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Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
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qm
)
− 64m (m− 1) ℓaℓckbkd δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
× [(Dr2Θs1q1) (Dp2Θs2q2)+ (kp∇iℓp) qir2Θs1q1 (kq∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2 + 2 (Dr2Θs1q1) (kq∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2] δΨr1p1
×
m−2∑
t=0
m−2Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
=− δ
[
4mℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
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p∇iℓp
) (
qjr1kq∇jℓq
)
Θs1q1
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
− δ
[
4mℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
Dp2Θ
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q2
) (
Dr2Θs1q1
)
×
m−2∑
t=0
m−1Ct+14
t+2
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
Ψr1p1
)]
− δ
[
8mℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
qjp1k
p∇jℓp
) (
Dr1Θs1q1
)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
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Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . . , (67)
where we have again thrown away metric variations and their surface derivatives. In the second
step, we have expanded out the products and used the result that the two cross terms arising in the
product in the δΨr1p1 term, i.e., the terms withD
r2Θs1q1 (k
q∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2 andDp2Θs2q2 (kp∇iℓp) qir2Θs1q1 ,
are equivalent up to metric variations. This equivalence can be seen by using the symmetry prop-
erties of the determinant tensor first to exchange the indices on the Θs and then raising and
lowering all indices present, while throwing away metric variations, to match the positions of the
indices p2 and r2. As one can see, there are five different terms that occur after the expansion of
the products. These are the terms containing the following expressions: i)
(
Dr1Θs1q1
)
δ
(
qip1k
p∇iℓp
)
,
ii) Θs1q1q
jr1 (kq∇jℓq) δ
(
qip1k
p∇iℓp
)
, iii)
(
Dr2Θs1q1
) (
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
)
δΨr1p1 , iv) (k
p∇iℓp) qir2Θs1q1 (kq∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2δΨr1p1
and finally v)
(
Dr2Θs1q1
)
(kq∇jℓq) qjp2Θs2q2δΨr1p1 .
Let us examine how these terms arise from the variations given in the last step of Eq. (67). The
easiest variation to tackle in Eq. (67) is the second one. Since
(
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
) (
Dr2Θs1q1
)
does not contain
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any derivatives along ka, the only normal derivatives present in this term are in the Ψs. There are
(t+ 1) Ψs present, all of them being equivalent due to the symmetries of the determinant tensor.
Thus, we obtain the term iii) in our list above, the one containing
(
Dr2Θs1q1
) (
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
)
δΨr1p1 , from
this variation. Next, we consider the last variation term in Eq. (67). Here, the derivatives along
ka are present in kp∇jℓp and the Ψs. The variation acting on kp∇jℓp gives us the term i) in our
list above, while variation acting on the Ψs produces the term v) in the list. We are left with
the terms ii) and iv) in our list. These come from the first variation in Eq. (67), where again the
derivatives along ka are present in kp∇jℓp, now present twice, and the Ψs. Thus, we have verified
that the variation terms in Eq. (67) correctly provide all the terms we started with.
4.3.3 Obtaining the boundary term
We have obtained all the results that we require to write down an explicit expression for the null
boundary term. Putting together Eq. (63), Eq. (65), Eq. (66) and Eq. (67) (where Eq. (65) does
not make any contribution to the boundary term, as we have stated before), and adding the factor
of
√
q back (which can be taken inside the δ at the cost of metric variation terms), we obtain the
total structure of the boundary variation for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity as
2m+1
m+ 1
√
qQm+1[ℓc]
≡ 2
m+1
m+ 1
(√
qQ
(1)
m+1[ℓc] +
√
qQ
(2)
m+1[ℓc] +
√
qQ
(3)
m+1[ℓc]
)
=− δ
[
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√
qmℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
qjp1k
p∇jℓp
) (
Dr1Θs1q1
)
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
− δ
[
4
√
qmℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
) (
Dr2Θs1q1
)
×
m−2∑
t=0
m−1Ct+14
t+2
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
Ψr1p1
)]
− δ
[
4
√
qmℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1p2q2...pmqmcdr1s1r2s2...rmsm
(
qip1k
p∇iℓp
) (
qjr1kq∇jℓq
)
Θs1q1
×
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ δ
[
8
√
qℓaℓ
ckd
(
DbΘ
s1
q1
)
δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m−1∑
t=0
mCt+1 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
Ψr1p1
)]
+ δ
[
8
√
qℓaℓ
ckdqjb (k
p∇jℓp) δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
×
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
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− δ
[
4
√
qℓaℓ
ckbk
d δabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
(
qs1i q
j
q1
£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
s1
i Θ
i
q1
)
×
m−1∑
t=0
mCt+1 4
t+1
(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)
Ψr1p1
]
+ δ
[
4
√
qκℓaℓ
ckbk
dδabp1q1...pmqmcdr1s1...rmsm
m∑
t=0
mCt 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−tsm−tpm−tqm−t
)
×
(
Θrm−t+1pm−t+1Ψ
sm−t+1
qm−t+1
. . .ΘrmpmΨ
sm
qm
)]
+ . . . ,
(68)
where all the terms which do not have variations of the derivatives of the metric along ka have
been represented by the dots. From the above decomposition, we can straight away identify the
boundary term for mth order Lanczos-Lovelock gravity [the above decomposition is for (m+ 1)th
order] that will cancel the variations of non-tangential derivatives of the metric (derivatives in
directions not tangent to the boundary) appearing in the boundary variation of the action.
Grouping terms and arranging tensors according to the order of indices of the determinant tensor,
we can write the expression for the null boundary term for mth order Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
as
√
qB(m)LL [ℓc]
=4
√
q
m
2m
δ
abp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cdr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
ℓaℓ
ckd
×
{
− [2 (qibkp∇iℓp)+ κkb]
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)
+
m−2∑
t=0
4t+1
{
(m− 1) kb
(
qip1k
p∇iℓp
) [(
qjr1kq∇jℓq
)
Θs1q1 + 2D
r1Θs1q1
]
m−2Ct
+Ψr1p1
[
kb
(
qs1i q
j
q1
£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
s1
i Θ
i
q1
)− 2DbΘs1q1]m−1Ct+1}
×
[(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)]
+ (m− 1) kb Ψr1p1
(
Dr2Θs1q1
) (
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
)
m−3∑
t=0
m−2Ct+1 4
t+2
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)}
.
(69)
We can simplify this result further. Let us examine the determinant tensor present:
δ
abp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cdr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
= −δabp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1dcr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
= −det


δad δ
a
c δ
a
r1
δas1 . . . δ
a
sm−1
δbd
δp1d
... δ
bp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
δ
qm−1
d


. (70)
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Expanding the determinant along the first row, we can see that only the contribution from δad
survives in Eq. (69), since all the other delta functions in the first row contract ℓa with such
tensors as to give zero. Thus, effectively,
δ
abp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cdr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
→ −δadδbp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1cr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
= −δad × det


δbc δ
b
r1
δbs1 . . . δ
b
sm−1
δp1c
δq1c
... δ
p1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
r1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
δ
qm−1
c


. (71)
By making a similar argument but by expanding along the first column and looking at contractions
of ℓc, we can reduce this determinant further down to give
δ
abp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cdr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
→ −δadδbcδp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1r1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1 . (72)
Substituting this back in Eq. (69), we obtain
√
qB(m)LL [ℓc]
=4
√
q
m
2m
δp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1r1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
×
{
κ
m−1∑
t=0
m−1Ct 4
t
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)
−
m−2∑
t=0
4t+1
{
(m− 1) (qip1kp∇iℓp) [(qjr1kq∇jℓq)Θs1q1 + 2Dr1Θs1q1]m−2Ct
+Ψr1p1
[(
qs1i q
j
q1
£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
s1
i Θ
i
q1
)]
m−1Ct+1
}
×
[(
(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)]
− (m− 1) Ψr1p1
(
Dr2Θs1q1
) (
Dp2Θ
s2
q2
)
m−3∑
t=0
m−2Ct+1 4
t+2
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
)(
Θrm−tpm−tΨ
sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
qm−1
)}
.
(73)
The object −qijkp∇iℓp appearing in these boundary terms is in fact the Ha´´icˇek 1-form Ωj [66–68].
The expression for the null boundary term as presented in Eq. (73) is for mth order Lanczos-
Lovelock gravity, but one can write down the boundary term for general Lanczos-Lovelock gravity
by simply incorporating a summation over the Lanczos-Lovelock order m with appropriate coef-
ficients cm. Thus, just by considering the variation of the Lanczos-Lovelock gravitational action
on a null boundary, we have been able to determine the relevant null boundary term for Lanczos-
Lovelock gravity.
Note that we have not commented on the normal being future-directed or past-directed. This
is because the normal is not a priori future-directed or past-directed in our conventions. In the
conventions of [15], where the null normal is defined to be future-directed, the boundary term
expression will pick up an overall negative sign. This is explained in detail in Appendix E.
In [69], the late time growth of complexity for charged black holes in Lanczos-Lovelock gravity was
calculated with the assumption that the null boundary terms are polynomials in the intrinsic and
extrinsic geometric quantities of the null boundary. It was shown that such polynomial boundary
terms do not contribute to the action at late times. Now that we have derived the complete
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expression for the boundary term, we can check whether their assumption is valid. The intrinsic
and extrinsic geometric quantities of the null boundary that they used were taken from [70].
Comparing with our notation, we see that the correspondence is as follows: RˆABCD corresponds to
our (D−2)Rabcd, BAB to Θab, Kab to Ψab, ωA to the Ha´´icˇek 1-form Ωa and κ to our κ, up to overall
signs and factors. But our boundary term does not appear to be completely polynomial in these
objects, since it also contains derivatives of Θab. Hence, we are not sure if the conclusions in [69]
are still valid. This matter requires further exploration.
To check the correctness of this result, we shall evaluate this expression for the values of m = 1
and m = 2, which are the cases of Einstein-Hilbert gravity and Gauss-Bonnet gravity, respectively.
(The case of m = 0 gives zero, which is expected since the cosmological constant term does not
need a boundary term.)
4.4 Obtaining Einstein-Hilbert and Gauss-Bonnet null boundary terms
from the general Lanczos-Lovelock result
In this section, we shall consider two specific cases of the general result in Eq. (73): one being
the case of Einstein-Hilbert action, for which the null boundary term is available in the literature
[11, 12, 15]; and the other being Gauss-Bonnet gravity, for which we have determined the null
boundary term in Section 4.2.
4.4.1 m = 1 Einstein-Hilbert case
Consider substituting m = 1 in Eq. (73). Of the three sums present in the equation, only the first
one will survive. The last sum can be summarily dropped because of the (m − 1) factor. The
second sum runs over positive integer values of t from 0 to m− 2, which in this case would be 0 to
−1. This is to be interpreted as the sum not being able to run at all, giving a zero contribution.
The first sum runs from 0 to m − 1, and thus will have only the single t = 0 term in the present
case. The determinant tensor has the indices pi, qi, ri and si with i running from 1 to m−1, which
is 1 to 0 form = 1. This means that the indices pi, qi, ri and si will not be present, the determinant
tensor in Eq. (73) will not be present and all the (D−2)Rrisipiqi and Θ
ri
pi
Ψsiqi will not be present. This
does not mean that the determinant tensor has to be replaced by zero. Rather, we should replace
it with unity. This is clearer if we look at the previous form in Eq. (69), where the determinant
tensor would reduce from δ
abp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1
cdr1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
to just δabcd . Further,
m−1Ct =
0C0 = 1, using the
usual formula for nCk with 0! = 1. Thus, the t = 0 term reads
√
qB(1)LL [ℓc] = 2√qκ , (74)
which matches with the expression for the null boundary term of the Einstein-Hilbert action
available in the literature [12, 15]. Our definitions and conventions follow [12]. The difference
in choosing the direction of the null normal leads to the difference of a minus sign from [15],
as explained in Appendix E. We have assumed ℓa = A∇aφ and assumed that all φ = constant
surfaces are null surfaces. Thus, our result can be directly compared with the result in Appendix G
in the arXiv version of [12], but after imposing the additional assumption of ℓaℓa = 0 everywhere.
The expression for the boundary term provided there is 2 (
√−g/A) (κ+Θ). From Appendix D,
(
√−g/A) = √q and hence this reduces to 2√q (κ+Θ) in our case. The 2√qΘ term contains only
derivatives of the metric along the null boundary, so it may be dropped, as has been done in [15], if
our aim is just to cancel off derivatives along ka from the boundary variation. So we are left with
just 2
√
qκ, which is our result above. [On the other hand, the unified boundary term in [13, 17]
reduces to 2
√
q (κ+Θ) in the null case. The question of which of the boundary terms, the bare
2
√
qΘ or the whole 2
√
q (κ+Θ), is the correct boundary term requires further exploration. The
derivation of the boundary term in this work has been performed with the aim of eliminating
derivatives of the metric in directions off the null boundary only.] The additional assumption of
ℓaℓa = 0 everywhere that we have assumed in this work just changes the expression for κ from
κ = ℓa∂a lnA− (ka/2) ∂a
(
ℓbℓb
)
to κ = ℓa∂a lnA.
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4.4.2 m = 2 Gauss-Bonnet case
For the case of Gauss-Bonnet gravity, we substitute m = 2 in Eq. (73). The last sum in Eq. (73)
does not contribute because the sum goes over the invalid range of 0 to −1. The other two sums
do contribute. The first sum goes over the two values t = 0 and t = 1 and the second sum just
consists of the t = 0 term. From the first sum, we obtain
√
qB(2,1)LL [ℓc] = 2√qδp1q1r1s1 κ
(
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 + 4Θ
r1
p1
Ψs1q1
)
= 2
√
qκ
(
δp1r1 δ
q1
s1
− δp1s1 δq1r1
) (
(D−2)Rr1s1p1q1 + 4Θ
r1
p1
Ψs1q1
)
= 2
√
qκ
(
2 (D−2)R+ 4ΘΨ− 4ΘabΨab
)
. (75)
Moving over to the second sum, we have
√
qB(2,2)LL [ℓc] =2√qδp1q1r1s1
{
− 4 (qip1kj∇iℓj) [(qkr1kq∇kℓq)Θs1q1 + 2Dr1Θs1q1]
− 4Ψr1p1
(
qs1i q
j
q1
£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
s1
i Θ
i
q1
)}
=− 8√q (δp1r1 δq1s1 − δp1s1 δq1r1) (qip1kj∇iℓj) [(qkr1kq∇kℓq)Θs1q1 + 2Dr1Θs1q1]
− 8√q (δp1r1 δq1s1 − δp1s1 δq1r1)Ψr1p1 (qs1i qjq1£ℓΘij +Θs1i Θiq1)
=− 8√q [qki (kj∇iℓj) (kq∇kℓq)Θ + 2 (kj∇iℓj)DiΘ
− (kj∇iℓj) (kq∇kℓq)Θik − 2 (kj∇iℓj)DrΘir]
− 8√q
[
Ψ
(
qji£ℓΘ
i
j +Θ
j
iΘ
i
j
)
−
(
Ψji£ℓΘ
i
j +Ψ
q
pΘ
p
iΘ
i
q
)]
. (76)
In order to compare this with Eq. (52), we just need to make one more simplification. We
have
qji£ℓΘ
i
j = £ℓΘ−Θij£ℓqji = ℓa∇aΘ−Θij
(
ℓa∇aqji + qja∇iℓa − qai∇aℓj
)
= ℓa∇aΘ−
[
Θijℓ
a∇a
(
kjℓi + ℓ
jki
)
+ΘijΘ
j
i −ΘijΘji
]
= ℓa∇aΘ = dΘ
dλ
, (77)
where λ was defined below Eq. (44). Using Eq. (77) and combining Eq. (75) and Eq. (76), the
complete m = 2 null boundary term is
√
qB(2)LL [ℓc] =2√qκ
(
2 (D−2)R + 4ΘΨ− 4ΘabΨab
)
− 8√q [qki (kj∇iℓj) (kq∇kℓq)Θ + 2 (kj∇iℓj)DiΘ
− (kj∇iℓj) (kq∇kℓq)Θik − 2 (kj∇iℓj)DrΘir]
− 8√q
[
Ψ
dΘ
dλ
+ΨΘjiΘ
i
j −Ψji£ℓΘij −ΨqpΘpiΘiq
]
, (78)
which can be seen to coincide with Eq. (52), the null boundary term for Gauss-Bonnet gravity we
had derived earlier.
Thus, the null boundary term presented in Eq. (73) leads to the null boundary terms for both
Einstein-Hilbert gravity and Gauss-Bonnet gravity for appropriate values of m.
5 Conclusion
Lanczos-Lovelock models of gravity, which includes general relativity, have actions that are not
well-posed, and need boundary terms. Even though the boundary terms for Lanczos-Lovelock
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theories in the context of non-null surfaces have been known for some time, the null boundary
terms were not available in the literature. In this work, we have filled this gap by providing
appropriate null boundary terms. The framework and the assumptions that we have used are
provided in Section 3. The following are the assumptions that we have imposed: i) B = 1 ;
ii) ℓ2 = 0 everywhere, i.e. the null boundary is part of a null foliation; iii) δℓ2 = 0 and δk2 = 0
everywhere. These assumptions have been made for simplifying the calculations. But we shall
shortly argue that the results are not expected to change even if we remove these assumptions,
enforcing the last two only on the null surface. We hope to show this explicitly in a future
work.
We first derived a null boundary term for Gauss-Bonnet gravity in Section 4.2. This boundary
term is the following integral over the null boundary:∫
∂M
dψdd−2z
√
q BGB
=
∫
∂M
dψdd−2z 4
√
q
[
κ
(
(D−2)R − 2ΘpqΨqp + 2ΘΨ
)
+ 2Ψpq£ℓΘ
q
p − 2Ψℓa∇aΘ+ 2ΘacΘcbΨba − 2ΨΘabΘba
− 4 (DmΘ−DaΘma ) (kq∇mℓq)− 2 (kq∇mℓq) (kp∇aℓp) (Θqma −Θma)
]
,
(79)
where ψ is the scalar whose level surfaces give the auxiliary null foliation with ka = ∇aψ, dd−2z
stands for dz1dz2 . . . dz(D−2) with the zA standing for the D−2 coordinates on the codimension-2
surfaces orthogonal to ka on the null boundary (see Appendix C and Appendix D). The definitions
of the null surface objects involved are given in Section 3.
Then, in Section 4.3, we derived the null boundary term for mth order Lanczos-Lovelock as∫
∂M
dψdd−2z
√
qB(m)LL [ℓc]
=
∫
∂M
dψdd−2z 4
√
q
m
2m
δp1q1p2q2...pm−1qm−1r1s1r2s2...rm−1sm−1
×
{
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m−1Ct 4
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. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
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)
−
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4t+1
{
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+Ψr1p1
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j
q1
£ℓΘ
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m−1Ct+1
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×
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(D−2)Rr2s2p2q2 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
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sm−t
qm−t
. . .Θrm−1pm−1Ψ
sm−1
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− (m− 1) Ψr1p1
(
Dr2Θs1q1
) (
Dp2Θ
s2
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)
m−3∑
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m−2Ct+1 4
t+2
(
(D−2)Rr3s3p3q3 . . .
(D−2)Rrm−t−1sm−t−1pm−t−1qm−t−1
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.
(80)
with −qijkp∇iℓp being the Ha´´icˇek 1-form Ωj [66–68]. We have checked that this boundary term
reduces to the corresponding expressions for general relativity and Gauss-Bonnet in Section 4.4.
These expressions are derived in the conventions specified in our earlier paper [12]. To convert to
the conventions followed in [15], one just needs to append an overall minus sign to the boundary
terms, as explained in Appendix E.
Let us briefly discuss whether the above results depend on the assumptions we had imposed.
A review of the calculations suggests that lifting the assumption B = 1 will only lead to the
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minor change of
√
q being replaced by B
√
q in the boundary terms. The remaining assumptions
are ℓ2 = 0, δℓ2 = 0 and δk2 = 0 everywhere. But there are multiple reasons to expect that
restricting these assumptions to be valid only on the null surface is enough to reproduce our
results. Firstly, [15] reproduced the result in [12] for the Einstein-Hilbert null boundary term
using a framework claimed to involve only tangential derivatives. We have followed [12] here, but
we expect the framework used in [15] to reproduce our results, just as in the Einstein-Hilbert
case. Then, the behaviour of ℓ2, δℓ2 and δk2 off the null surface should not matter. Secondly,
our boundary terms contains all the intrinsic and extrinsic tensors associated with a null surface
as given in [70]. Explicitly, γAB corresponds to our qab, RˆABCD to our (D−2)Rabcd, BAB to Θab, Kab
to Ψab, ωA to the Ha´´icˇek 1-form Ωa and κ to our κ, up to overall signs and factors. If these are
indeed all the extrinsic and intrinsic tensors associated with a null surface, we do not expect any
additional contribution to arise if restrict the assumptions of ℓ2 = 0, δℓ2 = 0 and δk2 = 0 to the
null surface. Finally, we have done a rapid calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet boundary term lifting
the assumption of B = 1 and enforcing ℓ2 = 0, δℓ2 = 0 and δk2 = 0 only on the null surface. The
result was in accordance with the above arguments. Thus, we have strong reasons to believe that
our boundary terms are valid in a more general setting. We hope to present a careful calculation
of the Gauss-Bonnet and Lanczos-Lovelock boundary terms to verify our claims above, along with
a unified treatment of spacelike, timelike and null boundary terms for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity,
elsewhere.
The derivation presented here opens up several directions of exploration. We have not kept track
of the terms with variations of the metric or variations of the surface derivatives of the metric
on the boundary, unlike in our earlier papers [12, 13, 58]. These terms can be partitioned into a
Dirichlet variation term and a surface total derivative term. From the Dirichlet variation term, one
can discover the degrees of freedom to be fixed on the null boundary for Lanczos-Lovelock models
of gravity, the conjugate momenta corresponding to these degrees of freedom, the associated
Poisson bracket structure and route for quantization. The surface total derivative term in the
variational principle is also of importance, since the structure of corner terms associated with a
null boundary can be derived from this term [15]. (One can also derive the corner terms from
the boundary term by obtaining the corners as the limit of smooth portions of the boundary [22].
See [71] for a comparison of the three methods of finding corner terms, with the claim that they are
equivalent.) These corner terms as well as the null boundary terms are important in checking the
“complexity=action” conjecture for Lanczos-Lovelock theories (see [15] where the null boundary
term for Einstein-Hilbert action was used to check the conjecture for general relativity). This is
perhaps the one of most current interest among the possible applications of our results. In [59],
the Lanczos-Lovelock corner terms for non-null boundaries were derived, and it was argued that
these terms can be extended in a straightforward manner to the case of corners on null boundaries.
Our derivation here provides us with the resources to check this claim explicitly. The claim was
further used to calculate the late time growth of complexity for charged black holes in Lanczos-
Lovelock gravity in [69]. With the assumption that the null boundary terms are polynomials in
extrinsic and intrinsic geometric quantities of the null surface, it is demonstrated that they do
not contribute to the action. As our result explicitly demonstrates, there are also non-polynomial
terms present in the null boundary terms for Lanczos-Lovelock gravity. Thus, it will be interesting
to check whether the null boundary term contribution indeed vanishes at late times. Also, these
results can presumably be extended to scenarios where the null boundary term is of importance,
now that we have derived the appropriate null boundary terms. There are many other applications
that we can imagine, and we hope the community puts our results to fruitful use.
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Appendices
A Projections of the Riemann tensor near a null surface
In this appendix, we shall derive the expressions of the projections of the Riemann tensor near
a null surface, which will be necessary for our work. We shall start by introducing the relevant
geometrical quantities near the null surface.
Let us consider a null surface in a D-dimensional spacetime represented by φ(x) = φ0, for some
scalar function φ(x) and some φ0 = constant. Other φ = constant surfaces need not be null, i.e.,
the null surface under consideration need not be the member of a null foliation. (We shall assume
in the main text that all φ = constant surfaces are null. But the results in this appendix are derived
without this assumption.) A null normal to the surface will have the form ℓa = A(x)∇aφ(x), for
some other scalar function A(x). Unlike the case for a non-null surface, the normal to a null
surface cannot be normalized to unity. Hence, without a criterion for choosing the scaling, we
consider all values of A to be equally valid. This is the reason we talk about ‘a’ null normal
rather than ‘the’ null normal. (Note that, while we may always choose the normal vector field as
ℓa = ∇aφ, it is not possible, in general, to start with an ℓa = A∇aφ and choose a different scalar
field φ′ to obtain ℓa = ∇aφ′. This is proved in Appendix B. We want our results to be valid for
any choice of the null normal and hence we will work with a general A.)
A.1 Induced metric
The induced metric of a hypersurface embedded in spacetime is derived from the metric of the
spacetime by restricting its action to vectors tangent to the hypersurface. Although, strictly
speaking, the induced metric acts on the lower-dimensional tangent space of the hypersurface,
we can construct an ‘induced metric’ for the full manifold—a covariant 2-tensor acting on the
tangent space of the whole manifold—by demanding that it annihilates the components of a
vector normal to the hypersurface and coincides with the induced metric in its action on the
components tangential to the hypersuface. We also take it to be a projector. This object is also
called the orthogonal projector on the hypersurface. For a non-null hypersurface, the orthogonal
projector is
hab = gab − ǫnanb , (81)
where na is the normalized normal and ǫ is −1 or +1 depending on whether the surface is timelike
or spacelike. (The timelike case is more often found in textbooks, see [5, 72].) In this paper, we
shall use the term ‘induced metric’ to mean the orthogonal projector. If we have occasion to use
the lower-dimensional version, we shall make it amply clear.
Since one cannot construct a normalized normal for the null surface, it is not possible to define an
induced metric in the above manner. The object iab = gab + λℓaℓb would not work for any finite
λ since this is not a projector:
iab i
b
c = (δ
a
b + λℓ
aℓb)
(
δbc + λℓ
bℓc
)
= δac + 2λℓ
aℓc 6= iac . (82)
The standard solution to the above problem is as follows: we choose an auxiliary null vector ka
satisfying the relation kaℓa = −1 ( [63,64], also see Appendix A.3 in arXiv version of [12]). Then,
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the induced metric on the null hypersurface is chosen as the object
qab ≡ gab + ℓakb + kaℓb . (83)
Once can check that this is a projector. Note that it is orthogonal to both ℓa and ka, and hence
its restriction to the null surface is a codimension-2 metric operating on the codimension-2 vector
space orthogonal to ka and tangent to the null surface. In the case where these codimension-2
vector spaces may be stitched together to form the tangent spaces of codimension-2 surfaces lying
on the null surface, it is the metric on those codimension-2 surfaces. Following [73], a metric is
a symmetric and non-degenerate tensor of type (0, 2). In the null case, we cannot define a non-
degenerate metric on the null surface because of the presence of a null direction on the surface.
But we can have a non-degenerate metric when we eliminate the null direction and focus on
codimension-2 surfaces on the null surface. We will soon choose ka to be hypersurface-orthogonal
in order to define connection and curvature on the null surface without introducing torsion.
A.2 Induced connection and covariant derivative
For an arbitrary tensor T ab...cd... that gives zero on contracting any index, up or down, with ℓ or k,
the intrinsic covariant derivative D on these codimension-2 surfaces may be defined as
DaT
bc...
de... ≡ qiaqbjqckqldqme . . .∇iT jk...lm... , (84)
analogous to the non-null case [5]. Here ∇ is the usual covariant derivative of the parent manifold.
To see whether the covariant derivative operator D defined in Eq. (84) is indeed a valid one, let
us check each of the five criteria given in [73] when operating on tensors orthogonal to ℓ or k.
These five conditions are
1. Linearity: This covariant derivative operator D is certainly linear.
2. Leibnitz rule: D satisfies the Leibnitz rule, as can be easily checked using its definition.
3. Commutativity with contraction: The operator D also commutes with contraction, i.e.,
contraction with delta function of the space orthogonal to ka on the null surface. In working
with indices of the whole manifold, this delta function is represented by qab = δ
a
b +k
aℓb+ℓ
akb,
where the extra terms are precisely to get rid of the components of the tensor not along the
codimension-2 surfaces. [This can be easily seen using the canonical null basis and its dual
basis (see Appendix A.3 in arXiv version of [12]), suitably extended to D dimensions.] But
note that we have already restricted ourselves to tensors orthogonal to ℓ or k. For such
tensors, δab and q
a
b are equivalent in considering commutativity with contraction.
4. Consistency with the notion of tangent vectors as directional derivatives on scalar fields: For
a vector ta tangent to the codimension-2 surfaces on the null surface (i.e., such that ℓat
a = 0
and tak
a = 0), we have, for a scalar field f , the following relation:
taDaf = t
aqba∇bf = ta∇af = ta∂af . (85)
Thus, Da indeed acts as a directional derivative when restricted to directions orthogonal to
both ℓa and ka.
5. Torsion free: For all scalars f , we should have DaDbf = DbDaf . In the present context, we
have
DaDbf = q
c
aq
d
b∇c (Ddf) = qcaqdb∇c (qed∇ef) = qcaqdb qed∇c∇ef + qcaqdb∇ef∇cqed
= qcaq
e
b∇c∇ef + qcaqdb∇ef∇c (keℓd + ℓekd)
= qcaq
e
b∇c∇ef + qcaqdb∇ef (ke∇cℓd + ℓe∇ckd) . (86)
Thus,
DaDbf −DbDaf = qcaqdb [ke∇ef (∇cℓd −∇dℓc) + (ℓe∇ef) (∇ckd −∇dkc)]
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= ke∇ef (Θab −Θba) + (ℓe∇ef) qcaqdb (∇ckd −∇dkc) , (87)
where we have used the expression for the second fundamental form on the null surface,
Θcd ≡ qmc qkd∇mℓk . (88)
In an identical manner, it is possible to define the corresponding quantity associated with
the auxiliary null vector ka as
Ψcd ≡ qmc qnd∇mkn . (89)
Using ℓa = A∇aφ, one can prove that Θab is symmetric (see Appendix A.3 in arXiv version
of [12]). So we obtain
DaDbf −DbDaf = ℓe∇ef (Ψcd −Ψdc) . (90)
This will be zero for arbitrary f only if Ψab is also symmetric. This can be achieved if we
take ka to be hypersurface-orthogonal, i.e.,
ka = B∇aψ , (91)
with B and ψ being two scalar functions. (The proof that Θcd is symmetric automatically
tells us that Ψcd would also be symmetric, since qab is symmetric with respect to an in-
terchange of ℓ and k.) Since we do not intend to deal with torsion in this paper, we shall
make the assumption that ka is also hypersurface-orthogonal. In this case, there are two
foliations, represented by the scalars φ and ψ with normals ℓa and ka, respectively. A par-
ticular member of the φ-foliation, say φ = φ0, is null while the auxiliary foliation due to
the scalar ψ is taken to be composed of all null surfaces. In fact, the auxiliary foliation
can be constructed by sending out null rays along ka from our fiducial null surface (see the
description of Gaussian null coordinates [74–77] in Appendix C of [12]). The object qab then
represents the induced metric on the codimension-2 surfaces formed by the intersection of
the members of the ψ-foliation with the φ = φ0 null surface.
A.3 Intrinsic (Gaussian) curvature
Using the above definition of the induced covariant derivative and any vectorXa satisfyingXaℓa =
0 and Xaka = 0, we can define the intrinsic Riemann tensor on the codimension-2 surfaces
orthogonal to ka on the null surface, following [73] and in analogy with the non-null case discussed
in [5, 72], as
(D−2)RabcdX
b = DcDdXa −DdDcXa . (92)
Note that what is defined above is the D-dimensional object. The components corresponding to
the directions on the codimension-2 surfaces give the intrinsic curvature of those surfaces. See [64]
for a formulation where these components are separated out and written using an appropriate set
of basis vectors.
We refer the reader to Appendix A.3 of the arxiv version of [12] for more on the geometrical
quantities and identities related to a null surface. Let us now carry out the derivation of the
various identities relating the curvature tensor in D spacetime dimensions to the curvature tensor
on the codimension-2 surfaces that lie on the null surface and are orthogonal to ka.
Before starting on the derivations of the projections necessary for our calculation, let us first
compare the null case with the case of projections near a non-null hypersurface. For a non-null
hypersuface, there are three relations— the Gauss, the Codazzi-Mainardi and the Ricci relations—
corresponding to none, one and two indices being projected on the normal, respectively, and the
rest being projected on the hypersurface [5, 72, 78]. In the null case, we are dealing with the
projector qab , which is, in actuality, a projector on codimension-2 surfaces, the ones orthogonal
to ka on the null surface, masquerading as a projector on the codimension-1 null surface. What
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this entails is the involvement of two normals, ℓa and ka, rather than one. Let us enumerate
the possibilities of projections with ℓa, ka and qab . The analogue of the Gauss relation would be
the contraction of all indices of the Riemann tensor with qab ’s, just having to remember that we
are projecting on the codimension-2 surfaces. (If we were just dealing with the codimension-1
null surface, even a projection on ℓa would be tangential to the null surface.) For the rest of
the relations to follow, we shall assume that the remaining indices are contracted with qab ’s. The
Codazzi-Mainardi relation is now two in number, one for contracting a single index with ℓa and
another for contracting it with ka. Moving on to the Ricci relation, the options of contracting two
indices with the normals are four. One could contract two of the indices that are not antisymmetric
among themselves with two ℓa’s or two ka’s, or one could take one ℓa and one ka and contract it
either with two indices that are either antisymmetric among themselves or are not. In this case,
we have the options of choosing three or four indices to be contracted with the normals. For the
case of three, choose the case of two ℓa’s or two ka’s from the Ricci case and contract one of the
two remaining indices (doesn’t matter which one) with the other normal. Thus, there are two
cases for three contractions with the normal. Finally, the completely normal case of contraction
with four normals would require two ℓa’s and two ka’s, with the two of a pair occupying indices
that are not antisymmetric. All such cases are the same, giving just one such completely normal
case of contraction with four normals.
Thus, there are ten contractions of the Riemann tensor possible with the objects ℓa, ka and qab .
Out of these ten, we are only going to consider the three obtained without using ka, since these
are the ones we will require for our calculations of the boundary term.
A.4 Various projections of the Riemann tensor
A.4.1 Identity involving qpaq
q
bq
r
cq
s
dRpqrs: the null Gauss relation
The first identity corresponds to the complete projection of the curvature tensor on the null
hypersurface using the induced metric associated with the co-dimension two surfaces. For this
purpose, we start with Eq. (92) and expand according to Eq. (84) to obtain
(D−2)RabcdX
b =
{
qmc q
k
dq
l
a∇m
(
qikq
j
l∇iXj
)}
− {c↔ d}
=
{
qmc q
i
dq
j
a∇m∇iXj + qmc qkdqja∇iXj∇mqik + qmc qidqla∇iXj∇mqjl
}
− {c↔ d} ,
(93)
where {c↔ d} represents the expression obtained by interchanging c and d in the expression
inside the first set of curly brackets. The second term in the above expression may be rewritten
as follows:
qmc q
k
dq
j
a∇iXj∇mqik = qmc qkdqja∇iXj∇m
(
ℓikk + k
iℓk
)
= qmc q
k
dq
j
a∇iXj
(
ℓi∇mkk + ki∇mℓk
)
= qja [Ψcd (ℓ.∇)Xj +Θcd (k.∇)Xj ] , (94)
where we have used Eq. (88) and Eq. (89). Proceeding in an identical manner, the third term in
Eq. (93) may be rewritten as
qmc q
i
dq
l
a∇iXj∇mqjl = qmc qidqla∇iXj
(
ℓj∇mkl + kj∇mℓl
)
= qid
[
Ψcaℓ
j∇iXj +Θcakj∇iXj
]
. (95)
Substituting Eq. (94) and Eq. (95) in Eq. (93), we obtain
(D−2)RabcdX
b =
{
qmc q
i
dq
j
a∇m∇iXj + qja [Ψcd (ℓ.∇)Xj +Θcd (k.∇)Xj ] + qid
[
Ψcaℓ
j∇iXj +Θcakj∇iXj
]}
− {c↔ d}
=qmc q
i
dq
j
a (∇m∇i −∇i∇m)Xj
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+ qja [(Ψcd −Ψdc) (ℓ.∇)Xj + (Θcd −Θdc) (k.∇)Xj ]
+
[
qid
(
Ψcaℓ
j∇iXj +Θcakj∇iXj
)]− [c↔ d]
=qmc q
i
dq
j
aRjnmiX
n
+
[
qid
(−ΨcaXj∇iℓj −ΘcaXj∇ikj)]− [c↔ d] , (96)
where, as in Appendix A.2, we have used the symmetry of Θab and Ψab. Next we would like
to remove the arbitrary vector Xa from both sides. Remember that Xa here is a vector that is
orthogonal to ℓa and ka, i.e., a vector tangential to the codimension-2 surfaces on the null surface
orthogonal to ka. The above identity is not valid if Xa is replaced by a general vector in the
D-dimensional spacetime. Thus, we are not allowed to just cancel Xa from both sides. But, given
any vector Y a in the D-dimensional spacetime, we can construct a vector Xa orthogonal to ℓa and
ka as Xa = qabY
b. Thus, the above identity can be written in terms of an arbitrary D-dimensional
vector Y a as
(D−2)Rabcdq
b
eY
e =qmc q
i
dq
j
aq
n
eRjnmiY
e +
[
qid
(−Ψca∇iℓj −Θca∇ikj) qjeY e]− [c↔ d]
=qmc q
i
dq
j
aq
n
eRjnmiY
e + [(−ΨcaΘde −ΘcaΨde)Y e]− [c↔ d] . (97)
Dropping the arbitrary vector Y e, we obtain
(D−2)Rabcdq
b
e = q
m
c q
i
dq
j
aq
n
eRjnmi − [(ΨcaΘde +ΘcaΨde)− (c↔ d)] . (98)
Now, we make the assumption that (D−2)Rabcd is orthogonal to ℓ
a and ka on the index b. (It
is already orthogonal to these vectors on the other indices, as is obvious from the right-hand
side of the above equation.) Looking back at Eq. (92), we see that this equation only tells us
the behaviour of (D−2)Rabcd when the index b is contracted with vectors orthogonal to ℓ
a and
ka. It does not tell us anything about the contraction of this index with ℓa or ka. So we make
the simplest assumption, not distinguishing b in this respect from the other indices. With this
assumption, only the δbe part of q
b
e in Eq. (98) survives and we obtain the null version of the Gauss
relation [72]:
(D−2)Rabcd =q
j
aq
n
b q
m
c q
i
dRjnmi − [(ΨcaΘdb +ΘcaΨdb)− (c↔ d)] , (99)
or
qjaq
n
b q
m
c q
i
dRjnmi =
(D−2)Rabcd + [(ΨcaΘdb +ΘcaΨdb)− (c↔ d)] . (100)
Using Eq. (99), it can be checked that (D−2)Rabcd satisfies all the algebraic identities (the identities
without any covariant derivatives) of the Riemann tensor.
A.4.2 Identity involving ℓpqqbq
r
cq
s
dRpqrs: the null Codazzi-Mainardi relation
The next identity we derive will have one of the indices of the Riemann tensor contracted with
the null normal ℓa and the other three projected on the null surface using qab . Note that we need
to derive only the case of the first index contracted with the null normal, since an instance of the
null normal contracted with another index can be converted to this case using the symmetries of
the Riemann tensor. We start with
ℓaqbpq
c
qq
d
rRabcd = q
b
pq
c
qq
d
r (∇d∇cℓb −∇c∇dℓb) =
(
qbpq
c
qq
d
r∇d∇cℓb
)− (q ↔ r)
=
(
qdr q
b
mq
m
p q
c
nq
n
q∇d∇cℓb
)− (q ↔ r)
=
[
qdr q
m
p q
n
q∇d
(
qbmq
c
n∇cℓb
)− qdrqmp qnq∇d (qbmqcn)∇cℓb]− [q ↔ r]
=
[
DrΘpq − qdr qbpqnq∇d (qcn)∇cℓb − qdrqmp qcq∇d
(
qbm
)∇cℓb]− [q ↔ r]
=
[
DrΘpq − qdr qbpqnq (kc∇dℓn + ℓc∇dkn)∇cℓb − qdr qmp qcq
(
kb∇dℓm + ℓb∇dkm
)∇cℓb]
− [q ↔ r]
=
[
DrΘpq − qbp (kcΘrq + ℓcΨrq)∇cℓb − qcq
(
kbΘrp + ℓ
bΨrp
)∇cℓb]− [q ↔ r]
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=
[
DrΘpq − qcq
(
kbΘrp + ℓ
bΨrp
)∇cℓb]− [q ↔ r] , (101)
where, in the second-last step, we have used the fact that Θrq and Ψrq are symmetric. The
expression qcqℓ
b∇cℓb = qcq
(∇cℓ2) /2 = (Dqℓ2) /2 is zero at the null surface, since this is a derivative
along the codimension-2 surfaces orthogonal to ka on the null surface and ℓ2 is zero all over the
null surface. Another way to see this is by substituting ℓb = A∇bφ and simplifying:
qcqℓ
b∇cℓb = qcqℓb∇c (A∇bφ) = qcqℓbℓb∂c lnA+ qcqℓbA∇c∇bφ = qcqℓbA∇b∇cφ = qcqℓbA∇b
(
ℓc
A
)
= qcqℓ
b∇bℓc = qcqκℓc = 0 , (102)
where we have used ℓbℓb = 0 and the formula
ℓa∇aℓb = κℓb , (103)
with κ called the non-affinity coefficient (see Appendix A.3 in arXiv version of [12]). Thus, we
obtain
ℓaqbpq
c
qq
d
rRabcd =
(
DrΘpq − qcqkbΘrp∇cℓb
)− (q ↔ r)
⇒ ℓaqbpqcqqdrRabcd = DrΘpq −DqΘpr +
(
qcrΘqp − qcqΘrp
)
kb∇cℓb , (104)
which is the null version of the Codazzi-Mainardi relation [72]. (The name of Mainardi is often
absent in physics literature.)
A.4.3 Identities involving qpaℓ
qqrb ℓ
sRpqrs: the null Ricci relation
The last expression we shall derive is of the decomposition qapℓ
bqcqℓ
dRabcd. This is the remaining
projection of the Riemann tensor using only qab and ℓ
a, since the symmetries of the Riemann
tensor ensure that contracting more than two indices with the null normal will give zero. In our
case, though, we also have the vector ka and other projections can be carried out with ka in the
mix, as we have indicated before. But these are not required for our purpose and so we shall not
be deriving them here.
We start by decomposing ∇aℓb:
∇aℓb =(qca − kcℓa − ℓcka)
(
qdb − kdℓb − ℓdkb
)∇cℓd
=qcaq
d
b∇cℓd − qcakdℓb∇cℓd − qcaℓdkb∇cℓd − kcℓaqdb∇cℓd + kcℓakdℓb∇cℓd
+ kcℓaℓ
dkb∇cℓd − ℓckaqdb∇cℓd + ℓckakdℓb∇cℓd + ℓckaℓdkb∇cℓd
=Θab − qcakdℓb∇cℓd − kcℓaqdb∇cℓd + kcℓakdℓb∇cℓd
+ kcℓaℓ
dkb∇cℓd − κkaℓb
=Θab − qcakdℓb∇cℓd − kcℓaqdb∇cℓd + kcℓakdℓb∇cℓd − κ˜ℓakb − κkaℓb , (105)
where we have used Eq. (102), Eq. (103) and the fact that ℓcℓd∇cℓd = ℓc∂c
(
ℓdℓ
d/2
)
= 0 since the
derivative is along the null surface where ℓdℓ
d = 0 throughout. We have also used the definition
(see Appendix A.3 in arXiv version of [12])
κ˜ ≡ −k
a
2
∂a
(
ℓbℓb
)
= −kaℓb∇aℓb . (106)
The object κ˜ may be called the “nullness gradient” since it measures how ℓaℓa varies as one moves
away from the null surface. This is related to κ by the relation
κ = ℓa∂a lnA+ κ˜ . (107)
Note that when A does not vary in the null direction ℓa, we shall have
κ = κ˜ . (108)
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Regrouping the terms, it is possible to write down Eq. (105) in a nice form, resulting in
∇aℓb = Θab −
(
kd∇cℓd
)
qcaℓb − (kc∇cℓd) ℓaqdb +
(
kckd∇cℓd
)
ℓaℓb − κ˜ℓakb − κkaℓb . (109)
This equation has∇aℓb decomposed along qab , ℓa and ka. Using Eq. (109), the projection qapℓbqcqℓdRabcd
can be decomposed as follows:
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = qapq
c
qℓ
d (∇c∇d −∇d∇c) ℓa
= qapq
c
qℓ
d∇c
[
Θda −
(
ki∇jℓi
)
qjdℓa −
(
ki∇iℓj
)
ℓdq
j
a +
(
kikj∇iℓj
)
ℓdℓa − κ˜ℓdka − κkdℓa
]
− qapqcqℓd∇d
[
Θca −
(
ki∇jℓi
)
qjcℓa −
(
ki∇iℓj
)
ℓcq
j
a +
(
kikj∇iℓj
)
ℓcℓa − κ˜ℓcka − κkcℓa
]
= qapq
c
qℓ
d∇c
[
Θda −
(
ki∇iℓj
)
ℓdq
j
a − κkdℓa
]
− qapqcqℓd∇d
[
Θca −
(
ki∇jℓi
)
qjcℓa −
(
ki∇iℓj
)
ℓcq
j
a
]
= qapq
c
qℓ
d (∇cΘda −∇dΘca)−
(
ki∇iℓj
)
qapq
c
qq
j
aℓ
d∇cℓd + κqapqcq∇cℓa
+
(
ki∇jℓi
)
qjcq
a
pq
c
qℓ
d∇dℓa + qapqcq
(
ki∇iℓj
)
qjaℓ
d∇dℓc
= qapq
c
qℓ
d (∇cΘda −∇dΘca) + κqapqcq∇cℓa = qapqcqℓd (∇cΘda −∇dΘca) + κΘpq , (110)
where, in the third step, some terms have dropped out because when we act the covariant derivative
on them and use the Leibniz’s rule for the action of a derivative on a product, we see that the
resulting terms are zero when contracted with the factors outside. We have also used Eq. (102)
and Eq. (103). We have thus obtained the following simple relation:
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = qapq
c
qℓ
d (∇cΘda −∇dΘca) + κΘpq . (111)
A little more manipulation leads to another nice form:
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = qapq
c
qℓ
d (∇cΘda −∇dΘca) + κΘpq
= qapq
c
q∇c
(
ℓdΘda
)− qcqΘdp∇cℓd − qapqcqℓd∇dΘca + κΘpq
⇒ Rabcdqapℓbqcqℓd = −ΘpdΘdq − qapqcqℓd∇dΘca + κΘpq . (112)
It turns out that one can write the above expression in terms of the Lie derivative of Θca along
ℓa, given in terms of covariant derivatives by the following formula:
£ℓΘca = ℓ
b∇bΘca +Θba∇cℓb +Θcb∇aℓb . (113)
Substituting for the covariant derivative of Θca along ℓ
a by the corresponding Lie derivative,
Eq. (112) becomes
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = −ΘpdΘdq − qapqcq
(
£ℓΘca −Θba∇cℓb −Θcb∇aℓb
)
+ κΘpq
= −ΘpdΘdq − qapqcq£ℓΘca +ΘbpΘbq +ΘqbΘbp + κΘpq
⇒ Rabcdqapℓbqcqℓd = −qapqcq£ℓΘca +ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq . (114)
We would like to use a particular form of the above equation where one index on Θ is up and the
other is down. So we take Eq. (114) and manipulate it as follows:
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = −qapqcq£ℓΘca +ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −qapqcq£ℓ (gceΘea) + ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −qapqcq (Θea£ℓgce + gce£ℓΘea) + ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −qapqcq [Θea (∇cℓe +∇eℓc) + gce£ℓΘea] + ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −qapqcq [2ΘeaΘce + gce£ℓΘea] + ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −2ΘepΘqe − qapqqe£ℓΘea + ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
⇒ Rabcdqapℓbqcqℓd = −qapqqe£ℓΘea −ΘepΘqe + κΘpq , (115)
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where we have used the symmetry of Θab. This is the formula we will be using in our derivation
of the boundary term. But for getting this into a form similar to the Ricci relation [5, 78], we
have to take the q’s inside the Lie derivative. We start with the formula for the action of the Lie
derivative on qab ’s:
£ℓq
a
b = ℓ
c∇cqab − qcb∇cℓa + qac∇bℓc = ℓc∇c (δab + ℓakb + kaℓb)− qcb∇cℓa + qac∇bℓc
= ℓc∇c (ℓakb + kaℓb)− qcb∇cℓa + qac∇bℓc . (116)
Instead of the previous result, Eq. (115), we start with Eq. (114). Taking the q’s inside the Lie
derivative in Eq. (114), we obtain
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = −£ℓΘpq +
[(
Θcaq
c
q£ℓq
a
p
)
+ (p↔ q)]+ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq
= −£ℓΘpq +ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq +
{
Θqa
[
ℓc∇c (ℓakp + kaℓp)− qcp∇cℓa + qac∇pℓc
]}
+ {p↔ q}
= −£ℓΘpq +ΘpdΘdq + κΘpq +
{[
Θqa (kpℓ
c∇cℓa + ℓpℓc∇cka)−ΘqaΘap +Θqc∇pℓc
]}
+ {p↔ q}
= −£ℓΘpq + κΘpq −ΘqaΘap +
{[
Θqa (kpκℓ
a + ℓpℓ
c∇cka) + Θqc
(
qap − ℓakp − kaℓp
)∇aℓc]}
+ {p↔ q}
= −£ℓΘpq + κΘpq −ΘqaΘap +
{
Θqaℓpℓ
c∇cka +ΘqcΘcp −Θqcℓpka∇aℓc
}
+ {p↔ q}
⇒ Rabcdqapℓbqcqℓd = −£ℓΘpq + κΘpq +ΘqcΘcp + (Θpaℓq +Θqaℓp) (ℓc∇cka − kc∇cℓa) , (117)
where we have used the symmetry of Θab and Eq. (103). Recognizing that ℓ
b∇bka−kb∇bℓa = £ℓka
(the Lie bracket [ℓ,k]), we can write the above equation as
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = −£ℓΘpq + (Θpaℓq +Θqaℓp)£ℓka + κΘpq +ΘqcΘcp . (118)
B Why ℓa = ∇aφ′ is not the general case
If we have ℓa = A∇aφ, is it possible to choose a different scalar field φ′ to write ℓa = ∇aφ′? Here
we demonstrate that this cannot be done in all cases. Of course, one could choose A to be one
to start with. But we wish to keep our results general and have hence worked with a general
A.
Consider ℓa = A∇aφ. Let us assume that this can be written as ℓa = ∇aφ′. Then we would
have
∇aℓb −∇bℓa = ∇a∇bφ′ −∇b∇aφ′ = 0 . (119)
Therefore, the tensor equation ∇aℓb − ∇bℓa = 0 should be satisfied. But writing this using the
scalar field φ, we have
∇aℓb −∇bℓa = ∇aA∇bφ−∇bA∇aφ = ∂aA∂bφ− ∂bA∂aφ = 0 , (120)
where the covariant derivatives are just partial derivatives since A and φ are scalars. It is easy to
prove that this equation cannot be satisfied for all choices of A and φ. For example, suppose we
consider a four-dimensional spacetime with coordinates (t, x, y, z). Take φ = t. The tx-component
in the above equation is then
∂tA∂xt− ∂xA∂tt = 0⇒ ∂xA = 0 . (121)
Similarly, we can prove that ∂yA = 0 and ∂zA = 0. Thus, in this case, we can write ℓa = ∇aφ′
only in the case where A = A(t). If A depends on any of the other coordinates, this will not be
possible.
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C Directed surface element on the null surface
In this appendix, we shall derive the expression for the directed surface element on a null surface.
We shall follow the treatment in an appendix of the arxiv version of [12], which itself was inspired
from [64], and adapt it to our framework.
Let yα = (y1, y2, . . . , yD−1) be any set of coordinates on a codimension-1 null boundary, with
associated basis vectors eaα. Then, the invariant directed surface element for the surface is given
by [64]
dΣa = ǫaa1a2...aD−1e
a1
1 e
a2
2 . . . e
aD−1
D−1 dy
1dy2 . . . dyD−1 . (122)
The contraction of dΣa with any vector on the boundary surface, expressible as a linear combina-
tion of eaα, is zero because of the antisymmetry of ǫaa1a2...aD−1 . Thus, if ℓa is a null normal to the
surface, dΣa must be proportional to ℓa and we may write
ǫaa1a2...aD−1e
a1
1 e
a2
2 . . . e
aD−1
D−1 = fℓa , (123)
for some scalar function f . Contracting with the auxiliary null vector ka, we obtain
f = −ǫaa1a2...aD−1kaea11 ea22 . . . eaD−1D−1 . (124)
Thus, the directed surface element can be written as
dΣa = −ℓaǫba1a2...aD−1kbea11 ea22 . . . eaD−1D−1 dy1dy2 . . . dyD−1 . (125)
This is the unique directed surface element on the null surface. There are two ambiguities that
one can think of: one being the change of the factor A in the null normal ℓa = A∇aφ, the second
being the choice of the direction of ka (since there are many null directions to choose from—of
all the null directions at a point on the null surface, only the directions along and opposite to
ℓa are out of limits for a choice of ka). It is easy to see that the choice of A does not matter
in the above surface element. A scaling of ℓa by changing A will lead to a scaling of k
a by the
inverse factor to preserve the relation ℓak
a = −1. Going on to the second ambiguity, note first
that (ka, ea11 , e
a2
2 , . . . , e
aD−1
D−1 ) forms a basis in the D-dimensional spacetime. Any new choice of k
a,
say k′a, can be expanded in this basis as k′a = ka+µαe
a
α for some coefficients µα. (The coefficient
of ka is fixed as one here to ensure k′aℓa = −1. We are considering a fixed ℓa here, since we
have already shown that the scalings, the only freedom in choosing ℓa, do not matter.) But we
have
ǫaa1a2...aD−1k
′aea11 e
a2
2 . . . e
aD−1
D−1 = ǫaa1a2...aD−1k
aea11 e
a2
2 . . . e
aD−1
D−1 , (126)
since the antisymmetry of ǫaa1a2...aD−1 kills the µαe
a
α part. Thus, we have proved that both the
ambiguities we have mentioned do not matter, so that Eq. (125) is the invariant directed surface
element on the null surface, independent of our choices for ℓa and k
a.
The invariant surface element in Eq. (125) is valid for any choice of coordinates (y1, y2, . . . , yD−1)
on the codimension-1 null boundary. We now consider choices of coordinates for the D-dimensional
spacetime. Consider an arbitrary set of D coordinates
(
x1, x2, . . . , xD
)
. Then, denoting kx
1
=
k1, kx
2
= k2, etc., we have the scalar density f defined in Eq. (124) in this coordinate system
as
f =
√−g


k1 k2 k3 . . . kD
e11 e
2
1 e
3
1 . . . e
D
1
e12 e
2
2 e
3
2 . . . e
D
2
...
...
...
. . .
...
e1D−1 e
2
D−1 e
3
D−1 . . . e
D
D−1

 . (127)
A convenient choice is the set of coordinates (φ, y1, y2, . . . , yD−1), with the null boundary being
specified as a constant value of φ. Then the null normal is ℓa = A∇aφ for some A. Also, we can
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write eaα = ∂x
a/∂yα. (The partial derivative is taken keeping the other coordinates constant. In
particular, φ being constant makes sure that ∂xa/∂yα at the boundary surface is tangential.) In
this coordinate system,
f =
√−g


kφ ky
1
ky
2
. . . ky
D−1
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 1


=
√−gkφ = √−gka∇aφ . (128)
Thus, in any coordinate system (φ, y1, y2, . . . , yD−1) with φ being constant on the null boundary
and (y1, y2, . . . , yD−1) being arbitrary, we have the surface element in Eq. (125) as
dΣa = −
√−gℓa
(
kb∇bφ
)
dy1dy2 . . . dyD−1 . (129)
One could use the condition ℓak
a = −1 to write
kb∇bφ = k
bℓb
A
= − 1
A
, (130)
so that the surface element becomes
dΣa =
√−g
A
ℓady
1dy2 . . . dyD−1 . (131)
This is a form that we had used in our previous paper [12] as well as in the derivation in this
paper. But perhaps Eq. (129) is a more convenient form since it has the ℓa, k
a and the coordinate
φ, while Eq. (131) has the secondary scalar A that we obtain by expressing ℓa as A∇aφ.
In the next section, we discuss the case where ka is chosen as ka = B∇aΨ and the scalar Ψ is chosen
as one of the coordinates on the null boundary. This allows us to decompose the determinant of
the metric g in terms of the determinant q of the metric on the constant surfaces of Ψ on the null
boundary.
Let us briefly digress to note that the derivation till here has not used ℓaℓ
a = 0 or kak
a = 0, but
only ℓak
a = −1. Thus, the derivation also works for a non-null surface with appropriate choices
of ℓa and k
a. For example, a spacelike surface with a timelike normal would have the normalized
normal satisfying nan
a = −1. We can thus choose ℓa = ka = na. Choosing the boundary surface
to be a level surface of time t, we can write na = −N∇at, where N is the normalization factor
and the minus sign has been added so that na will face in the direction of increasing t. Then,
in a coordinate system
(
t, y1, y2, . . . , yD−1
)
, the surface element in the form in Eq. (129) would
be
dΣa = −
√−gna
(
nb∇bt
)
dy1dy2 . . . dyD−1
=
√−gna
N
dy1dy2 . . . dyD−1
=
√
hnady
1dy2 . . . dyD−1 , (132)
which is of the familiar form for a spacelike surface (see Appendix B in the arxiv version of [12]
for a derivation of
√−g = N
√
h).
A popular convention is to have the normal vector to be future-directed for spacelike and null
surfaces. For the null case, we have provided a comparison of this convention with our convention
in Appendix E.
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D Directed null surface element with φ and ψ as coordi-
nates
In this appendix, we shall derive the form of the directed null surface element in the case where
the scalars φ and ψ, appearing in ℓa = A∇aφ and ka = B∇aφ, are taken as coordinates. (We
have further assumed B = 1 in deriving the null boundary term, but let us work with a general
B for the time being.) For this, we need to derive a formula for the determinant of the metric g
in terms of the determinant of the metric on the codimension-2 surface, analogous to the formula
g = −N2h ( [5], see Appendix B in the arxiv version of [12] for a derivation) connecting the
determinant of the metric to the determinant of the induced metric on a spacelike surface. In the
last part of Appendix C, we had specialized to a coordinate system (φ, y1, y2, . . . , yD−1). Let us
choose ψ = y1. Then the codimension-2 surfaces on the null boundary given by constant values
of ψ are the surfaces whose induced metric we have represented as qab. Let the rest of the D − 2
coordinates be
(
z1, z2, . . . , zD−2
)
. These are the coordinates that run over our codimension-2
surfaces at the intersection of the level surfaces of φ and ψ. While the small Latin letters a, b, c, . . .
are used as indices to run over all the spacetime coordinates, we shall use the capital Latin letters
A,B,C, . . . to run over only the coordinates
(
z1, z2, . . . , zD−2
)
corresponding to the codimension-2
surfaces. Let eI = ∂/∂z
I , with I ∈ {1, 2, . . .D − 2} correspond to the coordinate vectors on the
codimension-2 surfaces. We shall write
qAB ≡ gab ∂x
a
∂zA
∂xb
∂zB
(133)
for the components of the metric on the codimension-2 surfaces. Then, the metric in such a
coordinate system is given by
gab =


gφφ gφψ gφ1 . . . gφ,D−2
gφψ gψψ gψ1 . . . gψ,D−2
gφ1 gψ1 q11 . . . q1,D−2
...
...
...
. . .
...
gφ,D−2 gψ,D−2 q1,D−2 . . . qD−2,D−2

 , (134)
and the inverse metric is
gab =


gφφ gφψ gφ1 . . . gφ,D−2
gφψ gψψ gψ1 . . . gψ,D−2
gφ1 gψ1 q11 . . . q1,D−2
...
...
...
. . .
...
gφ,D−2 gψ,D−2 q1,D−2 . . . qD−2,D−2

 . (135)
From Appendix A.2 in the arxiv version of [12], we have the result that (originally proved there
for four dimensions, but the proof can be easily seen to be valid for D dimensions)
g =
q
gφφgψψ − (gφψ)2
. (136)
At the null boundary, the constraints gabℓaℓb = 0, g
abkakb = 0 and g
abℓakb = −1 mean the
following conditions on the inverse metric, respectively:
gφφ = 0, gψψ = 0, ABgφψ = −1 . (137)
Substituting this in Eq. (136), we obtain
g = −A2B2q . (138)
Taking the square root,
√−g = AB√q . (139)
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which, under our assumption of B = 1, becomes
√−g = A√q . (140)
Substituting this result in the surface element in Eq. (131), we obtain
dΣa =
√
qℓadψdz
1 . . . dzD−2 ≡ √qℓadψdD−2z , (141)
where we have set (y1, y2, . . . , yD−1) = (ψ, z1, . . . , zD−2).
E Translating our results to the future-directed normal con-
vention
In this appendix, we clarify how our convention of choosing the null normal compares with the
popular convention of choosing the normal vector to be future-directed (see, e.g., [15]) and specify
how our results can be translated to the other convention.
Our conventions for the normal follow those in our earlier paper [12]. The expression obtained
after converting the total divergence on the boundary to a surface integral is given in Eq. (24)
as
ST =
∫
∂V
dD−1x 2
(√−g
A
)
ℓjP
ibjd∇b (δgdi) , (142)
where ℓa is defined as ℓa ≡ A∇aφ. But the factor A cancels off and we are left with the object
∇aφ. This is what we obtain if the boundary surface φ = constant we are considering is such that
φ increases as we move through it from inside the integration volume to the exterior. Thus, the
normal is a priori neither future-directed nor past-directed in the conventions of our paper. For
any specific example, the nature of the normal would depend on how the scalar φ is defined.
To make connection with the results in [15], we first make the additional assumption that φ
increases towards the future. Combining this with our assumption that φ increases as we move
from inside the integration volume to the exterior through the boundary surface, moving out
through the boundary surface will involve moving forward in time. Since we are working in the
(−,+,+,+) convention, the vector corresponding to the normal ∇aφ would be past-directed (and
inward-directed) at this surface. We can make it future-directed (and outward-directed) by adding
an extra minus sign to the definition of the normal vector, as has been done in [15]. Then, the
boundary integral becomes
ST = −
∫
∂V
dD−1x 2
(√−g
A
)
ℓjP
ibjd∇b (δgdi) , (143)
where there is an extra minus sign occurring outside because the definition of ℓj now has an extra
minus sign compared to the definition in our paper. If we work in this convention, we will get the
same expressions for the boundary terms as in our paper except for overall minus signs.
In the Einstein-Hilbert case, this is why our boundary term differs from that in [15] by a minus
sign.
F Deriving the null Raychaudhuri equation from the null
projections of the Riemann tensor
In this appendix, we shall derive the null Raychaudhuri equation [64] with non-affine parametri-
sation [65] using the projections of the Riemann tensor near a null surface derived in Appendix A.
We start with
Racℓaℓ
c = Rabcdℓ
aℓcgbd = Rabcdℓ
aℓc
(
qbd − kbℓd − ℓbkd) = Rabcdℓaℓcqbd . (144)
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We take Eq. (115),
Rabcdq
a
pℓ
bqcqℓ
d = −qapqqe£ℓΘea −ΘepΘqe + κΘpq , (145)
and contract with gpq to obtain
Rabcdq
acℓbℓd = −qae£ℓΘea −ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −£ℓ (qaeΘea) + Θea£ℓqae −ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −£ℓ (Θ) + Θea£ℓqae −ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −ℓa∇aΘ+Θea£ℓqae −ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −ℓa∇aΘ+Θea (−qce∇cℓa + qac∇eℓc)−ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −ℓa∇aΘ−ΘcaΘac +ΘeaΘae −ΘepΘpe + κΘ
= −dΘ
dλ
−ΘepΘpe + κΘ , (146)
where we have defined the parameter λ varying along the vector ℓa such that ℓa∇aλ = 1 (or,
equivalently, ℓa = ∂xa/∂λ) and used the result for the Lie derivative of qae from Eq. (116):
£ℓq
a
b = ℓ
c∇c (ℓakb + kaℓb)− qcb∇cℓa + qac∇bℓc . (147)
From Eq. (144) and Eq. (146), we get the null Raychaudhuri equation:
dΘ
dλ
= −Racℓaℓc −ΘabΘba + κΘ . (148)
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